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In the last years, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have gained increasing attention from
both the research community and actual users. As sensor nodes are generally battery-pow-
ered devices, the critical aspects to face concern how to reduce the energy consumption of
nodes, so that the network lifetime can be extended to reasonable times. In this paper we
first break down the energy consumption for the components of a typical sensor node, and
discuss the main directions to energy conservation in WSNs. Then, we present a systematic
and comprehensive taxonomy of the energy conservation schemes, which are subse-
quently discussed in depth. Special attention has been devoted to promising solutions
which have not yet obtained a wide attention in the literature, such as techniques for
energy efficient data acquisition. Finally we conclude the paper with insights for research
directions about energy conservation in WSNs.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A wireless sensor network consists of sensor nodes de-
ployed over a geographical area for monitoring physical
phenomena like temperature, humidity, vibrations, seismic
events, and so on [5]. Typically, a sensor node is a tiny
device that includes three basic components: a sensing
subsystem for data acquisition from the physical surround-
ing environment, a processing subsystem for local data
processing and storage, and a wireless communication
subsystem for data transmission. In addition, a power
source supplies the energy needed by the device to
perform the programmed task. This power source often
consists of a battery with a limited energy budget. In addi-
tion, it could be impossible or inconvenient to recharge the
battery, because nodes may be deployed in a hostile or
unpractical environment. On the other hand, the sensor
network should have a lifetime long enough to fulfill the
application requirements. In many cases a lifetime in the
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order of several months, or even years, may be required.
Therefore, the crucial question is: ‘‘how to prolong the net-
work lifetime to such a long time?”

In some cases it is possible to scavenge energy from the
external environment [59] (e.g., by using solar cells as
power source). However, external power supply sources
often exhibit a non-continuous behavior so that an energy
buffer (a battery) is needed as well. In any case, energy is a
very critical resource and must be used very sparingly.
Therefore, energy conservation is a key issue in the design
of systems based on wireless sensor networks.

In this paper we will refer mainly to the sensor network
model depicted in Fig. 1 and consisting of one sink node (or
base station) and a (large) number of sensor nodes de-
ployed over a large geographic area (sensing field). Data
are transferred from sensor nodes to the sink through a
multi-hop communication paradigm [5]. We will consider
first the case in which both the sink and the sensor nodes
are static (static sensor network). Then, we will also dis-
cuss energy conservation schemes for sensor networks
with mobile elements in Section 6, in which a sparse sen-
sor network architecture – where continuous end-to-end
paths between sensor nodes and the sink might not be
available – will be accounted as well.
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Fig. 1. Sensor network architecture.
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Experimental measurements have shown that generally
data transmission is very expensive in terms of energy con-
sumption, while data processing consumes significantly
less [108]. The energy cost of transmitting a single bit of
information is approximately the same as that needed for
processing a thousand operations in a typical sensor node
[103]. The energy consumption of the sensing subsystem
depends on the specific sensor type. In many cases it is
negligible with respect to the energy consumed by the pro-
cessing and, above all, the communication subsystems. In
other cases, the energy expenditure for data sensing may
be comparable to, or even greater than, the energy needed
for data transmission. In general, energy-saving techniques
focus on two subsystems: the networking subsystem (i.e.,
energy management is taken into account in the opera-
tions of each single node, as well as in the design of net-
working protocols), and the sensing subsystem (i.e.,
techniques are used to reduce the amount or frequency
of energy-expensive samples).

The lifetime of a sensor network can be extended by
jointly applying different techniques [10]. For example, en-
ergy efficient protocols are aimed at minimizing the energy
consumption during network activities. However, a large
amount of energy is consumed by node components
(CPU, radio, etc.) even if they are idle. Power management
schemes are thus used for switching off node components
that are not temporarily needed.

In this paper we will survey the main enabling tech-
niques used for energy conservation in wireless sensor net-
works. Specifically, we focus primarily on the networking
subsystem by considering duty cycling. Furthermore, we
will also survey the main techniques suitable to reduce the
SensorsDC-DCBattery

MobilizerPower Generator

Power Supply Subsystem Sensing Subsy

Fig. 2. Architecture of a typica
energy consumption of sensors when the energy cost for
data acquisition (i.e. sampling) cannot be neglected. Finally,
we will introduce mobility as a new energy conservation
paradigm with the purpose of prolonging the network life-
time. These techniques are the basis for any networking pro-
tocol and solution optimized from an energy-saving point of
view. Due to the fundamental role of these enabling tech-
niques, we will stress the design principles behind them
and their features instead of presenting a complete set of
networking protocols for wireless sensor networks. For a
survey on these aspects, the reader is referred to [39 and 99].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the general approaches to energy conservation
in sensor nodes, and introduces the three main approaches
(duty-cycling, data-driven, and mobility). In Section 3 we
break down this high-level classification, and highlight
the schemes that will be then described in detail in the fol-
lowing sections. Specifically, Section 4 deals with schemes
related to the data-driven approach. Section 5 presents ap-
proaches related to the data-driven approach. Section 6
discusses schemes related to the mobility-based approach.
Finally, conclusions and open issues are discussed in Sec-
tion 7.
2. General approaches to energy conservation

Before discussing the high-level classification of energy
conservation proposals, it is worth presenting the net-
work- and node-level architecture we will refer to.

From a sensor network standpoint, we mainly consider
the model depicted in Fig. 1, which is the most widely
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adopted model in the literature. On the other side, Fig. 2
shows the architecture of a typical wireless sensor node,
as usually assumed in the literature. It consists of four
main components: (i) a sensing subsystem including one
or more sensors (with associated analog-to-digital con-
verters) for data acquisition; (ii) a processing subsystem
including a micro-controller and memory for local data
processing; (iii) a radio subsystem for wireless data com-
munication; and (iv) a power supply unit. Depending on
the specific application, sensor nodes may also include
additional components such as a location finding system
to determine their position, a mobilizer to change their
location or configuration (e.g., antenna’s orientation), and
so on. However, as the latter components are optional,
and only occasionally used, we will not take them into ac-
count in the following discussion.

Obviously, the power breakdown heavily depends on
the specific node. In [108] it is shown that the power char-
acteristics of a Mote-class node are completely different
from those of a Stargate node. However, the following re-
marks generally hold [108].

� The communication subsystem has an energy consump-
tion much higher than the computation subsystem. It
has been shown that transmitting one bit may consume
as much as executing a few thousands instructions
[103]. Therefore, communication should be traded for
computation.

� The radio energy consumption is of the same order of
magnitude in the reception, transmission, and idle
states, while the power consumption drops of at least
one order of magnitude in the sleep state. Therefore,
the radio should be put to sleep (or turned off) whenever
possible.

� Depending on the specific application, the sensing sub-
system might be another significant source of energy
consumption, so its power consumption has to be
reduced as well.

Based on the above architecture and power breakdown,
several approaches have to be exploited, even simulta-
neously, to reduce power consumption in wireless sensor
networks. At a very general level, we identify three main
enabling techniques, namely, duty cycling, data-driven ap-
proaches, and mobility.

Duty cycling is mainly focused on the networking subsys-
tem. The most effective energy-conserving operation is
putting the radio transceiver in the (low-power) sleep mode
whenever communication is not required. Ideally, the radio
should be switched off as soon as there is no more data to
send/receive, and should be resumed as soon as a new data
packet becomes ready. In this way nodes alternate between
active and sleep periods depending on network activity. This
behavior is usually referred to as duty cycling, and duty cycle
is defined as the fraction of time nodes are active during their
lifetime. As sensor nodes perform a cooperative task, they
need to coordinate their sleep/wakeup times. A sleep/wake-
up scheduling algorithm thus accompanies any duty cycling
scheme. It is typically a distributed algorithm based on
which sensor nodes decide when to transition from active
to sleep, and back. It allows neighboring nodes to be active
at the same time, thus making packet exchange feasible even
when nodes operate with a low duty cycle (i.e., they sleep for
most of the time).

Duty-cycling schemes are typically oblivious to data
that are sampled by sensor nodes. Hence, data-driven ap-
proaches can be used to improve the energy efficiency even
more. In fact, data sensing impacts on sensor nodes’ energy
consumption in two ways:

� Unneeded samples. Sampled data generally have strong
spatial and/or temporal correlations [137], so there is
no need to communicate the redundant information to
the sink.

� Power consumption of the sensing subsystem. Reducing
communication is not enough when the sensor itself is
power hungry.

In the first case unneeded samples result in useless en-
ergy consumption, even if the cost of sampling is negligi-
ble, because they result in unneeded communications.
The second issue arises whenever the consumption of the
sensing subsystem is not negligible. Data driven tech-
niques presented in the following are designed to reduce
the amount of sampled data by keeping the sensing accu-
racy within an acceptable level for the application.

In case some of the sensor nodes are mobile, mobility
can finally be used as a tool for reducing energy consump-
tion (beyond duty cycling and data-driven techniques). In a
static sensor network packets coming from sensor nodes
follow a multi-hop path towards the sink(s). Thus, a few
paths can be more loaded than others, and nodes closer
to the sink have to relay more packets so that they are
more subject to premature energy depletion (funneling ef-
fect) [83]. If some of the nodes (including, possibly, the
sink) are mobile, the traffic flow can be altered if mobile
devices are responsible for data collection directly from
static nodes. Ordinary nodes wait for the passage of the
mobile device and route messages towards it, so that
communication takes place in proximity (directly or at most
with a limited multi-hop traversal). As a consequence, or-
dinary nodes can save energy because path length, conten-
tion and forwarding overheads are reduced as well. In
addition, the mobile device can visit the network in order
to spread more uniformly the energy consumption due to
communications. When the cost of mobilizing sensor
nodes is prohibitive, the usual approach is to ‘‘attach” sen-
sor nodes to entities that will be roaming in the sensing
field anyway, such as buses or animals.

All of the schemes we will describe in the following fall
under one of the three general approaches we have pre-
sented. Specifically, we provide the complete taxonomy
of the schemes we will describe hereafter in Fig. 3. As this
taxonomy is fairly rich, the remainder of the survey ana-
lyzes it using a top-down approach.

3. High-level taxonomy

In this section we discuss the breakdown at the first lev-
els of the taxonomy in Fig. 3. The rest of the taxonomy,
along with concrete examples proposed in the literature,
is presented in the next sections.
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3.1. Duty-cycling

As shown in Fig. 4, duty cycling can be achieved through
two different and complementary approaches. From one
side it is possible to exploit node redundancy, which is typ-
ical in sensor networks, and adaptively select only a mini-
mum subset of nodes to remain active for maintaining
connectivity. Nodes that are not currently needed for
ensuring connectivity can go to sleep and save energy.
Finding the optimal subset of nodes that guarantee con-
nectivity is referred to as topology control1. Therefore, the
basic idea behind topology control is to exploit the network
redundancy to prolong the network longevity, typically
increasing the network lifetime by a factor of 2–3 with re-
spect to a network with all nodes always on [41,92,140].
On the other hand, active nodes (i.e., nodes selected by the
topology control protocol) do not need to maintain their
radio continuously on. They can switch off the radio (i.e.,
put it in the low-power sleep mode) when there is no net-
work activity, thus alternating between sleep and wakeup
periods. Throughout we will refer to duty cycling operated
on active nodes as power management. Therefore, topology
control and power management are complementary tech-
niques that implement duty cycling with different granular-
ity. Power management techniques can be further
subdivided into two broad categories depending on the layer
of the network architecture they are implemented at. As
shown in Fig. 4, power management protocols can be imple-
mented either as independent sleep/wakeup protocols run-
ning on top of a MAC protocol (typically at the network or
application layer), or strictly integrated with the MAC proto-
col itself. The latter approach permits to optimize medium
access functions based on the specific sleep/wakeup pattern
used for power management. On the other hand, indepen-
1 Before proceeding on, it may be worthwhile to point out that the term
‘‘topology control” has been used with a larger scope than that defined
above. Some authors include in topology control also techniques that are
aimed at super-imposing a hierarchy on the network organization (e.g.,
clustering techniques) to reduce energy consumption. In addition, the
terms ‘‘topology control” and ‘‘power control” are often confused. However,
power control refers to techniques that adapt the transmission power level
to optimize a single wireless transmission. Even if the above techniques are
related with topology control, in accordance with [115], we believe that
they cannot be classified as topology control techniques. Therefore, in the
following we will refer to topology control as one of the means to reduce
energy consumption by exploiting node redundancy.
dent sleep/wakeup protocols permit a greater flexibility as
they can be tailored to the application needs, and, in princi-
ple, can be used with any MAC protocol.

The following breakdowns for topology-control
schemes, independent sleep/wakeup schedules and MAC
protocols with low duty cycle are presented in Sections
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

3.2. Data-driven approaches

Data-driven approaches (see Fig. 5) can be divided
according to the problem they address. Specifically, data-
reduction schemes address the case of unneeded samples,
while energy-efficient data acquisition schemes are mainly
aimed at reducing the energy spent by the sensing subsys-
tem. However, some of them can reduce the energy spent
for communication as well. Also in this case, it is worth dis-
cussing here one more classification level related to data-
reduction schemes, as shown in Fig. 5. All these techniques
aim at reducing the amount of data to be delivered to the
sink node. However the principles behind them are rather
different. In-network processing consists in performing data
aggregation (e.g., computing average of some values) at
intermediate nodes between the sources and the sink. In
this way, the amount of data is reduced while traversing
the network towards the sink. The most appropriate in-
network processing technique depends on the specific
application and must be tailored to it. As data aggregation
is application-specific, in the following we will not discuss
it. The interested reader can refer to [39] for a comprehen-
sive and up-to-date survey about in-network processing
techniques. Data compression can be applied to reduce
the amount of information sent by source nodes. This
scheme involves encoding information at nodes which
generate data, and decoding it at the sink. There are
different methods to compress data (see, e.g.,
[105,129,143,144]). As compression techniques are general
(i.e. not necessarily related to WSNs), we will omit a de-
tailed discussion of them to focus on other approaches spe-
cifically tailored to WSNs. Data prediction consists in
building an abstraction of a sensed phenomenon, i.e. a
model describing data evolution. The model can predict
the values sensed by sensor nodes within certain error
bounds, and resides both at the sensors and at the sink. If
the needed accuracy is satisfied, queries issued by users
Data reduction
Energy-efficent
Data Acquisition

In-network 
Processing

Data
Compression

Data Prediction

Fig. 5. Taxonomy of data-driven approaches to energy conservation.
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can be evaluated at the sink through the model without the
need to get the exact data from nodes. On the other side,
explicit communication between sensor nodes and the
sink is needed when the model is not accurate enough,
i.e. the actual sample has to be retrieved and/or the model
has to be updated. On the whole, data prediction reduces
the number of information sent by source nodes and the
energy needed for communication as well.

The following levels in the classification for data-pre-
diction and energy-efficient data acquisition techniques
are presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, respectively.

3.3. Mobility-based schemes

As shown in Fig. 6, mobility-based schemes can be clas-
sified as mobile-sink and mobile-relay schemes, depending
on the type of the mobile entity. They will be directly dis-
cussed in Section 6. It is worth pointing out here that,
when considering mobile schemes, an important issue is
the type of control the sensor-network designer has on
the mobility of nodes. A detailed discussion on this point
is presented in [12 and 68]. Mobile nodes can be divided
into two broad categories: they can be specifically de-
signed as part of the network infrastructure, or they can be
part of the environment. When they are part of the infra-
structure, their mobility can be fully controlled as they
are, in general, robotized. When mobile nodes are part of
the environment they might be not controllable. If they fol-
low a strict schedule, then they have a completely predict-
able mobility (e.g., a shuttle for public transportation [23]).
Otherwise they may have a random behavior so that no
reliable assumption can be made on their mobility. Finally,
they may follow a mobility pattern that is neither predict-
able nor completely random. For example, this is the case
of a bus moving in a city, whose speed is subject to large
variation due to traffic conditions. In such a case, mobility
patterns can be learned based on successive observations
and estimated with some accuracy.

4. Duty-cycling

In this section we will discuss the duty-cycling ap-
proaches as defined in the previous section. For conve-
nience, we report in Fig. 7 an excerpt of the taxonomy
referred to duty-cycling.

4.1. Topology control protocols

The concept of topology control is strictly associated
with that of network redundancy. Dense sensor networks
Mobility-based
Schemes

Mobile-sink Mobile-relay

Fig. 6. Taxonomy of mobility-based energy conservation schemes.
typically have some degree of redundancy. In many cases
network deployment is done at random, e.g., by dropping
a large number of sensor nodes from an airplane. There-
fore, it may be convenient to deploy a number of nodes
greater than necessary to cope with possible node failures
occurring during or after the deployment. In many con-
texts it is much easier to deploy initially a greater number
of nodes than re-deploying additional nodes when needed.
For the same reason, a redundant deployment may be con-
venient even when nodes are placed by hand [41]. Topol-
ogy control protocols are thus aimed at dynamically
adapting the network topology, based on the application
needs, so as to allow network operations while minimizing
the number of active nodes (and, hence, prolonging the
network lifetime).

Several criterions can be used to decide which nodes to
activate/deactivate, and when. In this regard, topology con-
trol protocols can be broadly classified in the following two
categories (Fig. 7). Location driven protocols define which
node to turn on and when, based on the location of sensor
nodes which is assumed to be known. Connectivity driven
protocols, dynamically activate/deactivate sensor nodes
so that network connectivity, or complete sensing cover-
age [78], are fulfilled.

A detailed survey on topology control in wireless ad hoc
and sensor networks is available in [72 and 115]. In the fol-
lowing subsections we only review the main proposals for
topology control in wireless sensor networks according to
the above classification.

4.1.1. Location-driven
Geographical Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [145] is a loca-

tion-driven protocol that reduces energy consumption
while keeping a constant level of routing fidelity. The sens-
ing area where nodes are distributed is divided into small
virtual grids. Each virtual grid is defined such that, for any
two adjacent grids A and B, all nodes in A are able to com-
municate with nodes in B, and vice-versa (see Fig. 8). All
nodes within the same virtual grid are equivalent for rout-
ing, and just one node at time need to be active. Therefore,
nodes have to coordinate with each other to decide which
one can sleep and how long.

Initially a node starts in the discovery state where it ex-
changes discovery messages with other nodes. After broad-
casting the message, the node enters the active state.
While active, it periodically re-broadcasts its discovery
message. A node in the discovery or active state can change
its state to sleeping when it detects that some other equiv-
alent node will handle routing. Nodes in the sleeping state
wake up after a sleeping time and go back to the discovery
state. In GAF load balancing is achieved through a periodic
re-election of the leader, i.e., the node that will remain ac-
tive to manage routing in the virtual grid. The leader is
chosen through a rank-based election algorithm which
considers the nodes’ residual energy, thus allowing the
network lifetime to increase in proportion to node density
[145]. GAF is independent of the routing protocol, so that it
can be used along with any existing solution of that kind.
In addition, GAF does not significantly affect the perfor-
mance of the routing protocol in terms of packet loss and
message latency. However, the structure imposed over
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the network may lead to an underutilization of the radio
coverage areas. In fact, as all nodes within a virtual grid
must be able to reach any node in an adjacent virtual grid,
actually nodes are forced to cover less than half the dis-
tance allowed by the radio range.

Although being defined as a geographic routing proto-
col, Geographic Random Forwarding (GeRaF) [21,153,154]
actually presents features which are in the direction of
location-driven duty-cycled operations, which make use
of both node position and redundancy. Nodes follow a gi-
ven duty cycle to switch between awake (active) and sleep
(inactive) states. Nodes periodically switch to the active
state, starting with a listening time, so that they can partic-
ipate to routing if needed. Data forwarding starts as soon
as a node has a packet to send. In this case, the node be-
comes active and broadcasts a packet containing its own
location and the location of the intended receiver. Then a
receiver-initiated forwarding phase takes place. As a result,
one of the active neighbors of the sender will be selected to
relay the packet towards the destination. To this end, the
main idea is that each active node has a priority which de-
pends on its closeness to the intended destination of the
packet. In addition to priority, a distributed randomization
scheme is also used, in order to reduce the probability that
many neighboring nodes are simultaneously sleeping. Spe-
cifically, the portion of the coverage area of the sender
which is closer to the intended destination is split into a
number of regions. Each region has its associated priority,
and regions are chosen so that all nodes within a region
are closer to the destination than any other node in a re-
gion with a lower priority (Fig. 9).

After the broadcast, nodes in the region with the higher
priority contend for forwarding. If only one node gets the
channel, it simply forwards the packet and the process
ends. Otherwise, multiple nodes may transmit simulta-
neously, resulting in a collision. In this case, a resolution
technique (i.e. a backoff) is applied in order to select a sin-
gle forwarder. There may also be the case in which no node
can forward the packet, because all nodes in the region are
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sleeping. To this end, in the next transmission attempt, the
forwarder will be chosen among nodes in the second high-
est-priority region and so on. Every time the relay selection
phase will be repeated until a maximum number of retries
will be reached. Eventually, after a hop-by-hop forwarding,
the packet will reach the intended destination. Note that,
as the relay selection is done a posteriori, GeRaF merely re-
quires position information, thus it does not need topolog-
ical knowledge nor routing tables.

4.1.2. Connectivity-driven
Span [26] is a connectivity-driven protocol that adap-

tively elects ‘‘coordinators” of all nodes in the network.
Coordinators stay awake continuously and perform mul-
ti-hop routing, while the other nodes stay in sleeping mode
and periodically check if it is needed to wake up and be-
come a coordinator. To guarantee a sufficient number of
coordinators Span uses the following coordinator eligibility
rule: if two neighbors of a non-coordinator node cannot
reach each other, either directly or via one or more coordi-
nators, that node should become a coordinator. However, it
may happen that several nodes discover the lack of a coor-
dinator at the same time and, thus, they all decide to be-
come a coordinator. To avoid such cases nodes that
decide to become a coordinator defer their announcement
by a random backoff delay. Each node uses a function that
generates a random time by taking into account both the
number of neighbors that can be connected by a potential
coordinator node, and its residual energy. The fundamental
ideas are that (i). nodes with a higher expected lifetime
should be more likely to volunteer to become a coordina-
tor; and (ii). coordinators should be selected in such a
way to minimize their number. Each coordinator periodi-
cally checks if it can stop being a coordinator. In detail, a
node should withdraw as a coordinator if every pair of its
neighbors can communicate directly, or through some
other coordinator. To avoid loss of connectivity, during
the transient phase the old coordinator continues its ser-
vice until the new one is available. The Span election algo-
rithm requires to know neighbor and connectivity
information to decide whether a node should become a
coordinator or not. Such information is provided by the
routing protocol, hence SPAN depends on it and may re-
quire modification in the routing lookup process.
Adaptive Self-Configuring sEnsor Networks Topologies
(ASCENT [22]) is a connectivity-driven protocol that, un-
like Span, does not depend on the routing protocol. In AS-
CENT a node decides whether to join the network or
continue to sleep based on information about connectivity
and packet loss that are measured locally by the node itself.
The basic idea of ASCENT is that initially only some nodes
are active, while all other ones are passive, i.e., they listen
to packets but do not transmit. If the number of active
nodes is not large enough, the sink node may experience
a high message loss from sources. The sink then starts
sending help messages to solicit neighboring nodes that
are in the passive state (passive neighbors) to join the net-
work by changing their state from passive to active (active
neighbors). Passive neighbors have their radio on and lis-
ten to all packets transmitted by their active neighbors.
However, they do not cooperate to forward data packets
or exchange routing control information – they only
collect information about the network status without
interfering with other nodes. On the contrary, active
neighbors forward data and routing (control) messages
until they run out of energy. Active nodes can also send
help messages when they find the local data loss at an
unacceptable level. As soon as it joins the network, a node
starts monitoring the network conditions and also signals
its presence as an active node through a neighbor
announcement message. This process continues until the
number of active nodes is such that the message loss rate
experienced by the sink is below a pre-defined applica-
tion-dependent threshold. The process will re-start when
some future network event (e.g. a node failure) or a
change in the environmental conditions causes an in-
crease in the message loss. As mentioned above, ASCENT
is independent of the routing protocol. In addition, it
limits the packets loss due to collisions because the node
density is explicitly taken into account as a parameter (in
the form of a neighbor threshold value). Finally, the proto-
col has good scalability properties. On the other side,
energy saving does not increase proportionally with the
node density because it actually depends on passive-sleep
cycle rather than the number of active nodes.

A different class of approaches model the network as a
random graph and exploit the percolation theory [46] to
characterize the network connectivity when a duty-cycle
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is enforced on nodes. For instance, the authors in [42] pro-
pose Naps, a decentralized topology management protocol
based on a periodic sleep/wakeup scheme. In Naps, time is
split into time periods with duration T. Each node initially
waits for a random amount of time tv, uniformly distrib-
uted into the range [0,T). As from tv, a node operates on
the basis of T in the following way. First, it broadcasts a
HELLO message to advertise its activation to neighbors.
Then, it listens for HELLO messages sent by other nodes.
The node can go to sleep until the next time period as soon
as it receives c messages from its neighbors. Otherwise, it
remains active for all the time period T. The authors analyt-
ically prove the connectivity properties of the protocol and
also show by simulation that it is flexible and robust. A
similar approach is exploited in [35], where the authors fo-
cus on time-critical monitoring applications. In detail, the
impact of an asynchronous sleep/wakeup protocol on the
network connectivity is investigated, and latency for
reporting events is analytically derived. However – in con-
trast with [42] – the solution proposed in [35] requires the
knowledge of the network density. To overcome this prob-
lem, the Degree-Dependent Energy Management Algo-
rithm (DDEMA) is presented in [77], where the previous
work of [35] is extended by considering only neighboring
information.

4.1.3. Discussion
Location-driven topology control protocols obviously

require that sensor nodes can somewhat know their posi-
tion. This is generally achieved by providing sensors with
a GPS unit. As the GPS is quite expensive and energy con-
suming, it is often unfeasible to install it on all nodes. In
this case, it would be enough to equip only a limited subset
of nodes with a GPS, and then derive the location of the
other ones by means of other techniques [80]. Also a num-
ber of different technologies, i.e. exploiting radio or sound
waves, can be used [93]. However, commonly available
sensor platforms lack the hardware suitable to acquire
location information. From the above discussion it emerges
that connectivity-driven protocols are generally preferable,
since they only require information which can be derived
from local measurements.

In any case, as the energy efficiency of topology control
protocols is tightly related to node density, also the achiev-
able gain in terms of network lifetime depends on the ac-
tual density. It has been shown that topology control
protocols can typically increase the network lifetime by a
factor of 2–3 with respect to a network with nodes always
on [41,92,140]. This value may be not acceptable for many
practical applications. To this end, topology control proto-
cols should be coupled with other kinds of energy conser-
vation techniques, such as the ones presented in the
following sections. However, the simultaneous application
of multiple energy conservation schemes may lead to
unforeseen consequences. In fact, although the combina-
tion of protocols should be transparent to the applications,
actually the obtained results may be very different from
what one would expect. Although some work – such as
[91 and 94] – already explored the interactions between
protocols, we think this area of research has not been fully
explored yet.
4.2. Sleep/wakeup protocols

As previously discussed, sleep/wakeup schemes can be
defined for a given component (i.e. the radio subsystem)
of the sensor node, without relying on topology or connec-
tivity aspects. In this section we will survey the main
sleep/wakeup schemes implemented as independent pro-
tocols on top of the MAC protocol (i.e. at the network or
the application layer). Independent sleep/wakeup proto-
cols can be further subdivided into three main categories
[15]: on-demand, scheduled rendezvous, and asynchronous
schemes (Fig. 10).

On-demand protocols take the most intuitive approach
to power management. The basic idea is that a node should
wakeup only when another node wants to communicate
with it. The main problem associated with on-demand
schemes is how to inform the sleeping node that some
other node is willing to communicate with it. To this end,
such schemes typically use multiple radios with different
energy/performance tradeoffs (i.e. a low-rate and low-
power radio for signaling, and a high-rate but more power
hungry radio for data communication).

An alternative solution consists in using a scheduled ren-
dezvous approach. The basic idea behind scheduled rendez-
vous schemes is that each node should wake up at the
same time as its neighbors. Typically, nodes wake up
according to a wakeup schedule, and remain active for a
short time interval to communicate with their neighbors.
Then, they go to sleep until the next rendezvous time.

Finally, an asynchronous sleep/wakeup protocol can be
used. With asynchronous protocols, a node can wake up
when it wants and still be able to communicate with its
neighbors. This goal is achieved by properties implied in
the sleep/wakeup scheme, thus no explicit information ex-
change is needed among nodes.

We will survey the different classes in separate subsec-
tions below.

4.2.1. On-demand schemes
On-demand schemes are based on the idea that a node

should be awaken just when it has to receive a packet from
a neighboring node. This minimizes the energy consump-
tion and, thus, makes on-demand schemes particularly
suitable for sensor network applications with a very low
duty cycle (e.g., fire detection, surveillance of machine fail-
ures and, more generally, all event-driven scenarios). In
such scenarios sensor nodes are in the monitoring state
(i.e., they only sense the environment) for most of the time.
As soon as an event is detected, nodes transit to the transfer
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state. On-demand sleep/wakeup schemes are aimed at
reducing energy consumption in the monitoring state
while ensuring a limited latency for transitioning in the
transfer state.

The implementation of such schemes typically requires
two different channels: a data channel for normal data
communication, and a wakeup channel for awaking nodes
when needed. Although it would be possible to use a single
radio with two different channels, all the proposals rely on
two different radios. This allows not to defer the transmis-
sion of signal on the wakeup channel if a packet transmis-
sion is in progress on the other channel, thus reducing the
wakeup latency. The drawback is the additional cost for
the second radio. However, this additional cost is limited
as the radio system typically accounts for a small percent
of the entire cost of a sensor node (less than 15% for a MICA
mote [118]). Another drawback is the possible mismatch
between the coverage of the two radios.

Sparse Topology and Energy Management (STEM) [118]
uses two different radios for wakeup signal and data packet
transmissions, respectively. The wakeup radio is not a low
power radio (to avoid problems associated with different
transmission ranges). Therefore, an asynchronous duty cy-
cle scheme is used on the wakeup radio as well. Each node
periodically turns on its wakeup radio for Tactive every T
duration. When a source node (initiator) has to communi-
cate with a neighboring node (target), it sends a stream of
periodic beacons on the wakeup channel. As soon as the tar-
get node receives a beacon it sends back a wakeup acknowl-
edgement, and turns on its data radio. If a collision occurs
on the wakeup channel, any node that senses the collision
activates its data radio ‘‘up” (no wakeup acknowledgement
is sent in case of collision). The wakeup beacon transmis-
sion is repeated up to a maximum time unless a wakeup
acknowledgement is received from the target node.

In addition to the above beacon-based approach, re-
ferred to as STEM-B, in [117] the authors propose a variant
(referred to as STEM-T) that uses a wakeup tone instead of
a beacon. The main difference is that in STEM-T all nodes in
the neighborhood of the initiator are awakened.

Both STEM-B and STEM-T can be used in combination
with topology control protocols. For example, in a practical
case the combination of GAF and STEM can reduce the en-
ergy consumption to about 1% of that of a sensor network
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with neither topology control nor power management.
This increases the network lifetime of a factor 100 [117].
However, STEM trades energy saving for path setup la-
tency. In STEM the inter-beacon period is such that there
is enough time to send the wakeup beacon and receive
the related acknowledgement. Let Twakeup and Twack denote
the time required to transmit a wakeup beacon and the re-
lated acknowledgement, respectively. Since nodes are not
synchronized, the receiver must listen on the wakeup radio
for a time Tactive at least equal to 2 Twakeup + Twack to ensure
the correct reception of the beacon, i.e., Tactive P
2Twakeup + Twack (see also Section 4.2.3). Clearly Tactive de-
pends on the bit rate of network nodes. In low bit-rate net-
works the time between successive active periods (T) must
be very large to allow a low duty cycle on the wakeup
channel. This results in a large wakeup latency, especially
in multi-hop networks with a large hop-count.

To achieve a tradeoff between energy saving and wake-
up latency, [146] proposes a Pipelined Tone Wakeup (PTW)
scheme. Like STEM, PTW relies on two different channels
for transmitting wakeup signals and packet data, and uses
a wakeup tone to awake neighboring nodes. Hence, any
node in the neighborhood of the source node will be awak-
ened. Unlike STEM, in PTW the burden for tone detection is
shifted from the receiver to the sender. This means that the
duration of the wakeup tone is long enough to be detected
by the receiver that turns on its wakeup radio periodically.
The rationale behind this solution is that the sender only
sends a wakeup tone when an event is detected, while
receivers wake up periodically. In addition, the wakeup
procedure is pipelined with the packet transmission so as
to reduce the wakeup latency and, hence, the overall mes-
sage latency. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 12 with refer-
ence to the string topology network depicted in Fig. 11.

Let’s suppose that node A has to transmit a message to
node D through nodes B and C. At time t0 A starts the pro-
cedure by sending a tone on the wakeup channel. This tone
awakens all A’s neighbors. At time t1 A sends a notification
packet to B on the data channel to inform that the next
data packet will be destined to B. Upon receiving the noti-
fication messages all A’s neighbors but B learn that the fol-
lowing message is not intended for them. Therefore, they
turn off their data radio. Instead, B realizes to be the desti-
nation of next data message, and replies with a wakeup
acknowledgment on the data channel. Then, A starts trans-
mitting the data packet on the data channel. At the same
time, B starts sending a tone on the wakeup channel to
awake all its neighbors. As shown in Fig. 12, the packet
transmission from A to B on the data channel, and the B’s
Wakeup
Channeltifies C

acks B
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procedure in PTW.
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tone transmission on the wakeup channel are done concur-
rently. As in STEM, the data transmission is regulated by
the underlying MAC protocol. In [146] it is shown by sim-
ulation that, if the time spent by a sensor network in the
monitoring state is greater than 10 min, PTW outperforms
STEM significantly, both in terms of energy saving and
message latency, especially when the bit rate of sensor
nodes is low.

As the energy consumption of the wakeup radio is gen-
erally not negligible, both STEM and PTW use an asynchro-
nous sleep/wakeup scheme for enabling a duty cycle on the
wakeup radio as well. A different approach is using a low-
power radio for the wakeup channel. The low-power radio
is continuously in stand-by, and whenever receives a signal
it wakes up the data radio [48,97,106,120]. The wakeup la-
tency is thus minimized. The main drawback of this ap-
proach is that the transmission range of the wakeup
radio is significantly smaller than that of the data radio.
This may limit the applicability of such a technique as a
node may not be able to wake up a neighboring node even
if it is within its data transmission range. For example, in
[120] the low power radio operates at 915 MHz (ISM band)
and has a transmission range of approximately 332 ft in
free space, while the IEEE 802.11 card operate at 2.4 GHz
with a transmission range up to 1750 ft.

A side effect of using a second radio for the wakeup
channel is the additional power consumption, which may
not be negligible even when using a low-power radio. To
overcome problems associated with the extra-energy con-
sumed by the wakeup radio, a Radio-Triggered Power Man-
agement scheme is investigated in [47]. The basic idea is to
use the energy contained in wakeup messages (e.g., STEM-
B beacon) or signals (e.g., STEM-T and PTW tones) to trig-
ger the activation of the sensor node. This approach is sim-
ilar to the one used in active Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) systems [60]. The radio-triggered scheme, in its
simplest form, is illustrated in Fig. 13. A special hardware
component, a radio-triggered circuit, is used to capture
the energy contained in the wakeup message (or signal),
and uses such energy to trigger an interrupt for waking
up the node. The radio-triggered approach is significantly
different than using a stand-by radio to listen to possible
wakeup messages from neighboring nodes. The stand-by
radio consumes energy from the node while listening,
while the radio-triggered circuit is powered by the wakeup
message.

The main drawback of the radio-triggered approach is
the limitation on the maximum distance from which the
wakeup message can be sent. With the basic radio-trig-
gered circuit proposed in [47], the maximum achievable
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Fig. 13. Radio triggered power management.
distance is 3 m. This distance may be increased up to a
few dozen meters at the cost of a more complex (and
expensive) radio-triggered circuit and increased wakeup
latency (due to limits on the electronics of the circuit).
For instance, the Radio Trigger Wake-up with Addressing
Capabilities (RTWAC) solution [13] can achieve a distance
up to 7.5 m.

4.2.2. Scheduled rendezvous schemes
Scheduled rendezvous schemes require that all neigh-

boring nodes wake up at the same time. Typically, nodes
wake up periodically to check for potential communica-
tions2. Then, they return to sleep until the next rendezvous
time. The major advantage of such schemes is that when a
node is awake it is guaranteed that all its neighbors are
awake as well. This allows sending broadcast messages to
all neighbors [15]. On the flip side, scheduled rendezvous
schemes require nodes to be synchronized in order to wake
up at the same time. Clock synchronization in wireless sen-
sor networks is a relevant research topic. However, it is be-
yond the scope of the present paper. The reader can refer to
[38 and 123] for detailed surveys on time synchronization
techniques. In the following we will assume that nodes are
synchronized by means of some synchronization protocol.

Different scheduled rendezvous protocols differ in the
way network nodes sleep and wake up during their life-
time. The simplest way is using a Fully Synchronized Pattern
[73]. In this case all nodes in the network wake up at the
same time according to a periodic pattern. More precisely,
all nodes wake up periodically every Twakeup, and remain
active for a fixed time Tactive. Then, they return to sleep un-
til the next wakeup instant. Due to its simplicity this
scheme is used in several practical implementations
including TinyDB [90] and TASK [19]. A fully synchronized
wakeup scheme is also used in MAC protocols such as
S-MAC [148] and T-MAC [28] (see Section 4.3). Even if sim-
ple, this scheme allows a low duty cycle provided that the
active time (Tactive) is significantly smaller than the wakeup
period (Twakeup). A further improvement can be achieved by
allowing nodes to switch off their radio when no activity is
detected for at least a timeout value [28]. In addition, due
to the large size of the active and sleeping part, it does not
require very precise time synchronization [90]. The main
drawback is that all nodes become active at the same time
after a long sleep period. Therefore, nodes try to transmit
simultaneously, thus causing a large number of collisions.
In addition, the scheme is not very flexible since the size
of wakeup and active periods is fixed and does not
adapt to variations in the traffic pattern and/or network
topology.

The fully synchronized scheme applies equally well to
both flat and structured sensor networks. To this end it
may be worthwhile recalling that many routing protocols
superimpose a tree or cluster-tree organization to the net-
work by building a data-gathering tree (or routing tree)
typically rooted at the sink node. Some sleep/wakeup
schemes take advantage of the internal network organiza-
2 Generally these schemes assume that an underlying contention-based
MAC protocol is used for actual data transfer.
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tion by sizing active times of different nodes according to
their position in the data-gathering tree. The latter might
change over time due to node failures, topology changes
(node that joins or leaves), etc. In addition, it should be
recomputed periodically by the routing protocol to achieve
load balancing among nodes. However, under the assump-
tion that nodes are static, the data-gathering tree is sup-
posed to remain stable for a reasonable amount of time
[85].

In the Staggered Wakeup Pattern [73], shown in Fig. 14,
nodes located at different levels of the data-gathering tree
wake up at different times. Obviously, the active parts of
nodes belonging to adjacent levels must be partially over-
lapped to allow nodes to communicate with their children.
Finally, the active parts of different levels are arranged in
such a way that the portion of the active period a node uses
to receive packets from its children is adjacent to the por-
tion it uses to send packets to its parent (Fig. 14). This min-
imizes the energy dissipation for transitioning from sleep
to active mode.

The staggered wakeup pattern shown in Fig. 14 is also
called backward staggered pattern [73] as it optimizes
packet latency in the backward direction i.e., from leaf
nodes to the root (which is typically the sink node). It is
also possible to arrange nodes’ active periods in such a
way to optimize the forward packet latency (i.e., from
the root to leaves). The resulting scheme, called forward
staggered pattern [73] is however not very used in prac-
tice, because in real networks most of data flows from sen-
sor nodes to the sink. A combination of the backward and
forward staggered pattern is also possible (see below).

The (backward) staggered scheme was first proposed in
the framework of TinyDB [90] and TAG [89]. Due to its nice
properties this scheme has been then considered and ana-
lyzed in several other papers ([20,84,85,95,125] among
others) even if with different names. A staggered wakeup
pattern is also used in D-MAC [85] (see Section 4.3).

With respect to the fully synchronized approach, the
staggered scheme has several advantages. First, since
nodes at different levels of the data-gathering tree wake
up at different times, at a given time only a (small) subset
of nodes in the network will be active. Thus, the number of
collisions is potentially lower as only a subset of nodes
contend for channel access. For the same reason, the active
period of each node can be significantly shortened with re-
spect to the fully synchronized scheme, thus resulting in
energy saving. This scheme is also suitable for data aggre-
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Fig. 14. Staggered sleep/wakeup pattern.
gation. Parent nodes receive data from all their children
before they forward such data to their own parent at the
higher level. This allows parent nodes to filter data re-
ceived from children, or to aggregate them.

The staggered scheme has some drawbacks in common
with the fully synchronized scheme. First, since nodes lo-
cated at the same level in the data gathering tree wake
up at the same time, collisions can potentially still occur.
In addition, this scheme has limited flexibility due to the
fixed duration of the active (Tactive) and wakeup (Twakeup)
periods. The active period is often the same for all nodes
in the network. For example, in [89] Tactive is set to the
duration of the wakeup period T divided by the maximum
number of hops in the data gathering tree, while in [125] it
is based on the delay to traverse a single hop.

Ideally, the active period should be as low as possible,
not only for energy saving but also for minimizing the la-
tency experienced by packets to reach the root node (see
Fig. 14). In addition, since nodes located at different levels
of the data-gathering tree manage different amounts of
data, active periods should be sized based on individual ba-
sis. Finally, even assuming static nodes, topology changes
and variations in the traffic patterns are still possible.
The active period of nodes should thus adapt dynamically
to such variations.

An adaptive and low latency staggered scheme is pro-
posed in [9] (a somewhat similar approach is also taken
in [85]). By setting the length of the active period to the
minimum value consistently with the current network
activity, this adaptive scheme not only minimizes the en-
ergy consumption but also provides a lower average packet
latency with respect to a fixed staggered scheme. In addi-
tion, by allowing different lengths of the active period for
nodes belonging to the same level, but associated with dif-
ferent parents, it also reduces the number of collisions [9].

A somewhat different approach, derived from the on-
demand TDMA scheme, is taken in Flexible Power Schedul-
ing (FPS) [56]. FPS takes a slotted approach, i.e. time is
assumed to be divided in slots of duration Ts. Slots are
arranged to form periodic cycles, where each cycle is made
up of m slots and has a duration of Tc = m Ts. Each node
maintains a power schedule of what operations it performs
during a cycle. Obviously, a node must keep its own radio
on only when it is has to receive/transmit from/to other
nodes. Slotted schemes typically suffer from two common
problems: they are not flexible and require a strict syn-
chronization among nodes. To overcome the lack of flexi-
bility, FPS includes a on-demand reservation mechanism
that allows nodes to reserve slots in advance. As far as syn-
chronization, slots are relatively large so that only coarse-
grain synchronization is required. Twinkle, an improved
version of FPS supporting broadcast traffic and sink to sen-
sor communication, is presented in [55].

Several other sleep/wakeup schemes that still leverage
the tree-network organization have been considered and
analyzed [84,86]. The Shifted Even and Odd Pattern is de-
rived from the Fully Synchronized Pattern by shifting the
wakeup times of nodes in even levels by Twakeup/2 (Twakeup

being the wakeup period). This minimizes the overall aver-
age packet latency, i.e., the average latency considering
both the forward and backward directions, and also
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increases the network lifetime. Finally, the Two-Staggered
Pattern and Crossed Staggered Pattern [73] are obtained as
combinations of the Backward Wakeup Pattern and For-
ward Wakeup Pattern.

In [73] the authors also propose a multi-parent scheme
that can be combined with any of the above sleep/wakeup
patterns. The multi-parent scheme assigns multiple par-
ents (with potentially different wakeup pattern) to each
node in the network. This results in significant perfor-
mance improvements in comparison with single-parent
schemes.

4.2.3. Asynchronous schemes
Asynchronous schemes allow each node to wake up

independently of the others by guaranteeing that neigh-
bors always have overlapped active periods within a spec-
ified number of cycles.

Asynchronous wakeup was first introduced in [130]
with reference to IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks. The basic
IEEE 802.11 Power Saving Mode (PSM) [57] has been con-
ceived for single-hop ad hoc networks and thus it is not
suitable to multi-hop ad hoc networks, where nodes may
also be mobile. In [130] the authors propose three different
asynchronous sleep/wakeup schemes that require some
modifications to the basic PSM. More recently, Zheng
et al. [150] took a systematic approach to design asynchro-
nous wakeup mechanisms for ad hoc networks. Their
scheme applies to wireless sensor networks, as well. They
formulate the problem of generating wakeup schedules
that rely upon asynchronous wakeup mechanisms as a
combinatorial design problem [128]. Based on the optimal
results derived from the theoretical framework, they design
an Asynchronous Wakeup Protocol (AWP) that can detect
neighboring nodes in a finite time without requiring slot
alignment. The proposed asynchronous protocol is also
resilient to packet collisions and variations in the network
topology. The basic idea is that each node is associated with
a Wakeup Schedule Function that is used to generate a wa-
keup schedule. For two neighboring nodes to communicate
their wakeup schedules have to overlap, regardless of the
difference in their clocks. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 15
by means of an example of asynchronous wakeup schedule
for a set of 7 neighboring nodes. This example is based on a
symmetric (7,3,1)-design of the wakeup schedule function.
Symmetric means that all nodes have the same duty cycle,
while (7,3,1)-design indicates that: (i). each schedule re-
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Fig. 15. An example of asynchronous schedule based on a symmetric
(7,3,1)-design of the wakeup schedule function.
peats every seven slots; (ii). each schedule has three active
slots out of seven (dark slots); and (iii). any two schedules
overlap for at most one slot. As shown in Fig. 15, by follow-
ing its own schedule (i.e., by turning on the radio only
during its active slots), each node is guaranteed to commu-
nicate with any other neighboring node.

The above scheme ensures that each node will be able
to contact any of its neighbors in a finite amount of time.
However the packet latency introduced may be large, espe-
cially in multi-hop networks. In addition, it never happens
that all neighbors are simultaneously active. Therefore, it is
not possible to broadcast a message to all neighbors [15].

Random Asynchronous Wakeup (RAW) [101] takes a
different approach as it leverages the fact that sensor net-
works are typically characterized by a high node density.
This allows the existence of several paths between a source
and a destination and, thus, a packet can be forwarded to
any of such available paths. Actually, the RAW protocol
consists of a routing protocol combined with a random wa-
keup scheme. The routing protocol is a variant of geo-
graphic routing. While in geographic routing a packet is
sent to a neighbor that is closest to the destination, in
RAW the packet is sent to any of the active neighbors in
the Forwarding Candidate Set, i.e., the set of active neigh-
bors that meet a pre-specified criterion. The basic idea of
the random wakeup scheme is that each node wakes up
randomly once in every time interval of fixed duration T,
remains active for a predefined time Ta (Ta 6 T), and then
sleeps again. Once awake, a node looks for active neighbors
by running a neighbor discovery procedure. Suppose that a
node S has to transmit a packet to a destination node D,
and that in the forwarding set of S there are m neighbors
as possible forwarders towards D. Then, the probability
that at least one of these neighbors is awake along with S
is given by

P ¼ 1� 1� 2 � Ta

T

� �m

: ð1Þ

If the sensor network is dense, the number (m) of neigh-
bors in the Forwarding Candidate Set is large and, by (1),
the probability P to find an active neighbor to which for-
ward the packet is large as well.

The random wakeup scheme is extremely simple and
relies only on local decisions. This makes it well suited
for networks with frequent topology changes. On the other
side, it is not suitable for sparse networks. With RAW, it is
not guaranteed that a node can find another active neigh-
bor upon wakeup. Therefore, RAW does not guarantee the
packet forwarding within one time frame (T), while AWP
does. Nonetheless, it is very likely that some of the neigh-
bors can be awake, due to the network density.

An alternative approach to ensure that an asynchronous
node – typically a sender – finds its communication coun-
terpart (i.e., the receiver) active when it wakes up, is forc-
ing the receiver to listen periodically. The receiver wakes
up periodically and listens for a short time to discover
any potential asynchronous sender. If it does not detect
any activity on the channel it returns to sleep, otherwise
remains active to send/receive packets. Even if the receiver
need to periodically wake up, this scheme falls in the
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category of asynchronous schemes because nodes do not
need to be synchronized.

Two different variants are possible to discover asyn-
chronous senders by periodic listening. We have already
introduced these two variants with reference to the wake-
up channel in STEM-B and PTW, respectively. However,
their usage is more general. This is why we re-discuss them
in this context.

In the first variant, depicted in Fig. 16 the asynchronous
sender transmits a stream of periodic discovery messages
(e.g., STEM-B beacons [118]). As anticipated in Section
4.2.1, to ensure the correct discovery of the sender, the re-
ceiver’s listening time (Trx) must be at least equal to
Ton + Tidle + Ton, where, Ton is the time for transmitting a dis-
covery message and Tidle is the time between the end of a
discovery message and the start of the next one.

The second variant is illustrated in Fig. 17 and differs
from the previous one in that the sender transmits a single
long discovery message instead of a stream of periodic dis-
covery messages. In this case the receiver listening time
can be very short provided that the duration of the discov-
ery message (Ttx) is, at least, equal to the listening period
Trx. This variant is used for enabling duty cycling on the
wakeup channel in PTW. A similar scheme is also used in
B-MAC [102] (see Section 4.3.2). In addition, both variants
are very suitable for sensor networks where mobile nodes
(data mules) are used to collect data [64,71]. Since the
mule arrival time is usually unpredictable, static nodes
typically use an asynchronous scheme, like the ones shown
in Figs. 16 and 17, for mule discovery. This allows the
timely discovery of the nearby mule without keeping the
radio continuously on [64].

4.2.4. Discussion
Actually, the approach taken by on-demand protocols is

the ideal one, because it maximizes energy saving as nodes
remain active only for the minimum time required for
communication. In addition, there is only a very limited
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Fig. 16. Discovery of an asynchronous sender through periodic listening.
The sender transmits a stream of periodic discovery messages.
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Fig. 17. Discovery of an asynchronous sender through periodic listening.
The sender transmits a single long discovery message.
impact on latency, because the target node wakes up
immediately as soon as it realizes that there is a pending
message. Unfortunately, the adoption of a radio triggered
wakeup scheme is almost always impractical, because it
can be only applied when the distance between nodes is
very short indeed (a few meters). Introducing an additional
wakeup radio is a more promising direction, especially
suitable to event detection applications. However, the wa-
keup radio is costly and generally it is not shipped with
commonly used sensor platforms. So, when a second radio
is not available or convenient, other solutions – such as the
scheduled rendezvous and the asynchronous wakeup
schemes – can be used. Both of them trade energy saving
for an increased latency experienced by messages to travel
through several hops.

The scheduled rendezvous approach is convenient, be-
cause it is suitable to data aggregation and supports broad-
cast traffic. Unfortunately, it requires nodes to be
synchronized, which in some cases can be difficult to
achieve or expensive, in terms of additional protocol over-
head for synchronization. On the other side, asynchronous
wakeup protocols do not need a tight synchronization
among network nodes. In addition, asynchronous schemes
are generally easier to implement and can ensure network
connectivity even in highly dynamic scenarios where syn-
chronous (i.e., scheduled rendezvous) schemes become
inadequate. This greater flexibility is compensated by a
lower energy efficiency. In the asynchronous schemes
nodes need to wake up more frequently than in scheduled
rendezvous protocols. Therefore, asynchronous protocols
usually result in a higher duty cycle for network nodes
than their synchronous counterparts. In addition, the sup-
port to broadcast traffic is problematic.

Due to their wider applicability and their properties,
scheduled rendezvous and asynchronous approaches seem
to be the most promising solutions in the class of sleep/wa-
keup protocols. However, there is still room for improve-
ments over the techniques discussed above. For instance,
scheduled rendezvous protocols should relax the assump-
tions of clock synchronization among nodes, so that a
coarse-grained time reference should be sufficient. Alter-
natively, they could embed a time synchronization solu-
tion as well, so that their timing requirements can be
guaranteed without requiring a separate protocol. On the
other side, exploiting cross-layer information seems to be
a factor often neglected in the design of asynchronous
protocols.

4.3. MAC protocols with low duty cycle

Several MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks
have been proposed, and many surveys and introductory
papers on MAC protocols are available in the literature
(see, for example, [29,79,96 and 147]). In the following dis-
cussion we will focus mainly on power management issues
rather than on channel access methods. Most of them
implement a low duty-cycle scheme for power manage-
ment. We will survey below the most common MAC
protocols by classifying them according to the taxonomy
illustrated in Fig. 18: TDMA-based, contention-based, and
hybrid protocols.
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Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) schemes natu-
rally enable a duty cycle on sensor nodes as channel access
is done on a slot-by-slot basis. As nodes need to turn on
their radio only during their own slots, the energy con-
sumption is ideally reduced to the minimum required for
transmitting/receiving data.

Contention-based protocols are the most popular class of
MAC protocols for wireless sensor networks. They achieve
duty cycling by tightly integrating channel access function-
alities with a sleep/wakeup scheme similar to those de-
scribed above. The only difference is that in this case the
sleep/wakeup algorithm is not a protocol independent of
the MAC protocol, but is tightly coupled with it.

Finally, hybrid protocols adapt the protocol behavior to
the level of contention in the network. They behave as a
contention-based protocol when the level of contention
is low, and switch to a TDMA scheme when the level of
contention is high.

4.3.1. TDMA-based MAC protocols
In TDMA-based MAC protocols [14,49,53,82,112] time

is divided in (periodic) frames and each frame consists of
a certain number of time slots. Every node is assigned to
one or more slots per frame, according to a certain sched-
uling algorithm, and uses such slots for transmitting/
receiving packets to/from other nodes. In many cases
nodes are grouped to form clusters with a cluster-head
which is in charge to assign slots to nodes in the cluster
(as in Bluetooth [49], LEACH [53], and Energy-aware
TDMA-based MAC [14]).

One of the most important energy-efficient TDMA pro-
tocol for wireless sensor networks is TRAMA [112]. TRAMA
divides time in two portions, a random-access period and a
scheduled access period. The random access period is de-
voted to slot reservation and is accessed with a conten-
tion-based protocol. On the contrary, the scheduled
access period is formed by a number of slots assigned to
an individual node. The slot reservation algorithm is the
following. First, nodes derive two-hop neighborhood infor-
mation, which are required to establish collision free
schedules. Then, nodes start an election procedure to asso-
ciate each slot with a single node. Every node gets a prior-
ity of being the owner of a specific slot. This priority is
calculated as a hash function of the node identifier and
the slot number. The node with the highest priority be-
comes the owner of a given slot. Finally, nodes send out
a synch packet containing a list of intended neighbor des-
tinations for subsequent transmissions. As a consequence,
nodes can agree on the slots which they must be awake
in. Unused slots can be advertised by their owners for
being re-used by other nodes.

FLow-Aware Medium Access (FLAMA) [111] is a TDMA
MAC protocol derived from TRAMA, and optimized for
periodic monitoring applications. The main idea is to avoid
the overhead associated to the exchange of traffic informa-
tion. As the message flow in periodic reporting applications
is rather stable, FLAMA first sets up flows and then uses a
pull-based mechanism, so that data are transferred only
after being explicitly requested.

As classical slot reservation algorithms tend to be com-
plex and not very flexible. Some researchers have investi-
gated simpler schemes which, at the same time, aim at
achieving a good energy efficiency. For example, a low-
complexity slot selection mechanism is adopted in [134],
where a lightweight medium access protocol (LMAC) is
proposed. The main goal of LMAC is to reduce the radio
state transitions and the protocol overhead. To this end,
data are not acknowledged and the actual slot assignment
is based on a binary mask of occupied slot and a random
selection among free ones. The main drawback of LMAC
is the fixed length of the frame, which has to be specified
prior to deployment, and may be problematic. To this
end, in [24] an Adaptive Information-centric LMAC (AI-
LMAC) is proposed, so that the slot assignment can be
more tailored to the actual traffic needs.

4.3.2. Contention-based MAC protocols
Most of MAC protocols proposed for wireless sensor

networks are contention-based protocols.
One of the most popular contention-based MAC proto-

cols is B-MAC (Berkeley MAC) [102], a low complexity
and low power MAC protocol which is shipped with the
TinyOS operating system [54]. The goal of B-MAC is to pro-
vide a few core functionalities and an energy efficient
mechanism for channel access. First, B-MAC implements
basic channel access control features: a backoff scheme,
an accurate channel estimation facility and optional
acknowledgements. Second, to achieve a low duty cycle
B-MAC uses an asynchronous sleep/wake scheme based
on periodic listening (see Section 4.2.3) called Low Power
Listening (LPL). Nodes periodically wake up to check the
channel for activity. The period between consecutive
wakeups is called check interval. After waking up, nodes re-
main active for a wakeup time, in order to properly detect
eventual ongoing transmissions. While the wakeup time
is fixed, the check interval can be specified by the applica-
tion. B-MAC packets are made up of a long preamble and a
payload. The preamble duration is at least equal to the
check interval so that each node can always detect an
ongoing transmission during its check interval. This ap-
proach does not require nodes to be synchronized. In fact,
when a node detects channel activity, it just remains active
and receives first the preamble and then the payload.

A well-known MAC protocol for multi-hop sensor net-
works is S-MAC (Sensor-MAC) [148], which adopts a
scheduled rendezvous communication scheme. Nodes ex-
change sync packets to coordinate their sleep/wakeup peri-
ods. Every node can establish its own schedule or follow
the schedule of a neighbor by means of a random distrib-
uted algorithm. Nodes using the same schedule form a
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virtual cluster. A node can eventually follow both sched-
ules if they do not overlap, so that it can bridge communi-
cation between different virtual clusters. The channel
access time is split in two parts. In the listen period nodes
exchange sync packets and special control packets for col-
lision avoidance (in a similar way to the IEEE 802.11 stan-
dard [57]). In the remaining period the actual data transfer
takes place. The sender and the destination node are awake
and talk to each other. Nodes not concerned with the com-
munication process can sleep until the next listen period.
To avoid high latencies in multi-hop environments S-
MAC uses an adaptive listening scheme. A node overhear-
ing its neighbor’s transmissions wakes up at the end of the
transmission for a short period of time. If the node is the
next hop of the transmitter, the neighbor can send the
packet to it without waiting for the next schedule. The
parameters of the protocol, i.e. the listen and the sleep per-
iod, are constants and cannot be varied after the deploy-
ment. To this end, the authors of [28] propose an
enhanced version of S-MAC called Timeout MAC (T-MAC)
and specifically designed for variable traffic load.

Although duty-cycle based MAC protocols are energy
efficient, they suffer sleep latency, i.e., a node must wait
until the receiver wakes up before it can forward a packet.
This latency increases with the number of hops. In addi-
tion, the data forwarding process from the nodes to the
sink can experience an interruption problem. In fact, the
radio sensitivity limits the overhearing range, thus nodes
outside the range of the sender and the receiver can’t hear
the ongoing transmission and go to sleep. That’s why in S-
MAC and T-MAC the data forwarding process is limited to a
few hops. D-MAC [85] is an adaptive duty cycle protocol
optimized for data gathering in sensor networks where a
tree organization has been established at the network
layer. Specifically, in D-MAC the nodes’ schedules are stag-
gered according to their position in the data gathering tree,
i.e., nodes’ active periods along the multi-hop path are
adjacent in order to minimize the latency (see Fig. 14).
Each node has a slot which is long enough to transmit a
packet. A node having more than one packet to transmit
explicitly requests additional slots to their parent. In this
way the length of the active periods can be dynamically
adapted to the network traffic. Finally, D-MAC uses a data
prediction scheme to give all children the chance to trans-
mit their packets.

IEEE 802.15.4 [58] is a standard for low-rate, low-power
Personal Area Networks (PANs). A PAN is formed by one
PAN coordinator which manages the whole network, and,
optionally, by one or more coordinators which manage
subsets of nodes in the network. Other (ordinary) nodes
must associate with a (PAN) coordinator in order to com-
municate. The supported network topologies are star (sin-
gle-hop), cluster-tree and mesh (multi-hop). The IEEE
802.15.4 standard supports two different channel access
methods: a beacon enabled mode and a non-beacon enabled
mode. The beacon enabled mode provides an energy man-
agement mechanism based on a duty cycle. Specifically,
it uses a superframe structure which is bounded by beacons
– special synchronization frames generated periodically by
coordinator nodes. Each superframe consists of an active
period and an inactive period. In the active period devices
communicate with the coordinator they associated with.
The active period can be further divided in a contention ac-
cess period (CAP) and a collision free period (CFP). During
the CAP a slotted CSMA/CA algorithm is used for channel
access, while in the CFP a number of guaranteed time slots
(GTSs) can be assigned to individual nodes. During the
inactive period devices enter a low power state to save en-
ergy. In the non-beacon enabled mode there is no super-
frame structure, i.e., nodes are always in the active state
and use an unslotted CSMA/CA algorithm for channel ac-
cess and data transmission. In this case, energy conserva-
tion is up to the above layers.

IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled mode is suitable for sin-
gle-hop scenarios. However, the beacon-based duty-cycle
scheme has to be extended for multi-hop networks. In
[95] the authors propose a maximum delay bound wakeup
scheduling specifically tailored to IEEE 802.15.4 networks.
The sensor network is assumed to be organized as a cluster
tree. An optimization problem is formulated in order to
maximize network lifetime while satisfying latency con-
straints. The optimal operating parameters for single coor-
dinators are then obtained. Therefore, an additional
extended synchronization scheme is used for inter-cluster
communication.

4.3.3. Hybrid MAC protocols
The basic idea behind hybrid MAC protocols – i.e.

switching the protocol behavior between TDMA and CSMA,
depending on the level of contention – is not new. In the
context of WLAN environments, a Probabilistic TDMA
(PTDMA) approach had already been proposed in [37]. In
PTDMA time is slotted, and nodes are distinguished in
owners and non-owners. The protocol adjusts the access
probability of owners and non-owners depending on the
number of senders. By doing so it adapts the MAC protocol
to a TDMA or a CSMA scheme depending on the level of
contention in the network. However, PTDMA was con-
ceived for a one-hop wireless scenario. Therefore, it does
not take into account issues such as topology changes, syn-
chronization errors, interference irregularities which are
quite common in wireless sensor networks.

In the specific context of wireless sensor networks, one
of the most interesting hybrid protocols is Z-MAC [113]. In
order to define the main transmission control scheme,
Z-MAC starts a preliminary setup phase. By means of the
neighbor discovery process each node builds a list of
two-hop neighbors. Then a distributed slot assignment
algorithm is applied to ensure that any two nodes in the
two-hop neighborhood are not assigned to the same slot.
As a result, it is guaranteed that no transmission from a
node to any of its one-hop neighbor interferes with any
transmission from its two-hop neighbors. The local frame
exchange is aimed at deciding the time frame. Z-MAC does
not use a global frame equal for all nodes in the network. It
would be very difficult and expensive to adapt when a
topology change occurs. Instead, Z-MAC allows each node
to maintain its own local time frame that depends on the
number of neighbors and avoids any conflict with its con-
tending neighbors. The local slot assignment and time
frame of each node are then forwarded to its two-hop
neighbors. Thus any node has slot and frame information
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about any two-hop neighbors and all synchronize to a
common reference slot. At this point the setup phase is
over and nodes are ready for channel access, regulated by
the transmission control procedure. Nodes can be in one
of the following modes: Low Contention Level (LCL) and
High Contention Level (HCL). A node is in the LCL unless
it has received an Explicit Contention Notification (ECN)
within the last TECN period. ECNs are sent by nodes when
they experience high contention. In HCL only the owners
of the current slot and their one-hop neighbors are allowed
to compete for accessing the channel. In LCL any node
(both owners and non-owners) can compete to transmit
in any slot. However, the owners have priority over non-
owners. This way Z-MAC can achieve high channel utiliza-
tion even under low contention because a node can
transmit as soon as the channel is available.

4.3.4. Discussion
TDMA-based protocols are inherently energy efficient,

as nodes turn on their radio only during their own slots
and sleep for the rest of the time. By an appropriate design
of the slot assignment algorithm, and a correct sizing of the
protocol parameters, it is thus possible to minimize energy
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ergy wastage, but they need to be designed carefully to be
adaptive and to be low latency. An emerging area of inter-
est consists in using features of industry standards such as
the IEEE 802.15.4. To this end, the core functions provided
by the standard can be used as a basis for developing
extensions targeted to a specific scenario, but based on
the same specifications. In this way, a particular solution
can be easily ported to different platforms, which can com-
municate under the umbrella of the underlying physical/
packet level interface. We anticipate a growing interest
in this area in the near future.

Finally, hybrid protocols try to combine the strengths of
TDMA-based and contention-based MAC protocols while
offsetting their weaknesses. However, these techniques
seem to be too complex to be feasible in deployments with
a high number of nodes. To this end, solutions such as [51
and 151] – providing simple slot allocation mechanisms
and a low protocol overhead – represent a promising direc-
tion in the field of energy-efficient MAC protocols for wire-
less sensor networks.
3 A data prediction scheme based on a probabilistic model has been
proposed first in [30]. However, this work is not limited to reducing data
transmissions only, as it defines means to reduce the number of data
acquisition as well. For this reason, it will be presented in Section 5.2.3.
5. Data-driven approaches

In this section we will survey the main proposal in the
field of data-driven techniques for energy conservation,
by following the line introduced in Section 3. For the sake
of clarity, we report in Fig. 19 the relevant part of the tax-
onomy as regards data-driven solutions.

5.1. Data prediction

As discussed in Section 3, data prediction techniques
build a model describing the sensed phenomenon, so that
queries can be answered using the model instead of the
actually sensed data. There are two instances of a model
in the network, one residing at the sink and the other at
source nodes (so that there are as many pairs of models
as sources). The model at the sink can be used to answer
queries without requiring any communication, thus reduc-
ing the energy consumption. Clearly, this operation can be
performed only if the model is a valid representation of the
phenomenon at a given instant. Here comes into play the
model residing at source nodes, which is used to ensure
the model effectiveness. To this end, sensor nodes just
sample data as usual and compare the actual data against
the prediction. If the sensed value falls within an applica-
tion-dependent tolerance, then the model is considered va-
lid. Otherwise, the source node may transmit the sampled
data and/or start a model update procedure involving the
sink as well. The features of a specific data prediction tech-
nique depend on the way the model is built. To this end,
data prediction techniques can be split into three main
classes (Fig. 20).

Techniques belonging to the first class derive a stochas-
tic characterization of the phenomenon, i.e. in terms of
probabilities and/or statistical properties. Two main ap-
proaches of this kind are the following. On the one hand,
it is possible to map data into a random process described
in terms of a probability density function (pdf). Data pre-
diction is then obtained by combining the computed pdfs
with the observed samples. On the other hand, a state
space representation of the phenomenon can be derived,
so that forthcoming samples can be guessed by filtering
out a non-predictable component modeled as noise.

The second class of data prediction techniques is time
series forecasting, where a set of historical values (the time
series) obtained by periodical samplings are used to predict
a future value in the same series. The main difference with
respect to other statistical or probabilistic approaches is
that time series analysis explicitly consider the internal
structure of data. Generally, a time series can be repre-
sented as a combination of a pattern and a random error.
The pattern, in turn, is characterized by its trend, i.e. its
long-term variation, and its seasonality, i.e. its periodical
fluctuation. Once the pattern is fully characterized, the
resulting model can be used to predict future values in
the time series.

Finally, the last class of data prediction techniques re-
lies on a heuristic or a state-transition model describing
the sensed phenomenon. Such algorithmic approaches de-
rive methods or procedures to build and update the model
on the basis of the chosen characterization.

In this section we will present the most relevant data
prediction schemes according to the aforementioned
taxonomy.

5.1.1. Stochastic approaches
Stochastic approaches exploit a characterization of the

phenomenon in terms of a random process, so that a prob-
abilistic model can be used to predict sensed values3.

The Ken solution [27] well exemplifies this approach.
The general scheme is the same already introduced at the
beginning of the current section, i.e. there are a number
of models, and each one is replicated at the source and at
the sink. In this case, the base model is probabilistic, i.e.
after a training phase a probability density function (pdf)
referred to a set of attributes is obtained. When the model
is not considered valid any more, the source node updates
it and transmits a number of samples to the sink, so that
the corresponding instance can be updated as well. Ken
is flexible enough to use models tailored to a to a specific
phenomenon and exploiting spatial or temporal correla-
tions. For example, temporal correlations can be modeled
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as Markov processes. Spatial correlations are somewhat
more difficult to handle, in the sense that they require to
bring correlated data together at one node, which manages
the model representing the evolution of the phenomenon
in a certain area. Indeed nodes have to coordinate such that
the communication cost is minimized. To this aim the
authors propose a disjoint-clique organization, and derive
an optimal solution in terms of energy efficiency by using
a greedy approach. The authors of [63] exploit a similar ap-
proach, but use a Kalman filter as the core model for
predictions.

An extension of [27] is given in [70], where a Dynamic
Probabilistic Model (DPM) is exploited to implement a
probabilistic database view, i.e. a consistent snapshot of
data coming from a model with a user-friendly interface.
The concept of bringing to the user such a hidden state
of the sensor database can be actually implemented
through model-based views [31]. The solution proposed
in [70] obtains these views by means of a DPM. An interest-
ing application of DPMs consists in deriving the internal
(hidden) state of the sensed phenomenon through the
available sampled data. For example, it is possible to get
the operational state of a node (i.e. if it is working or fail-
ing) on the basis of its readings, even though a specific var-
iable is not available in the system. In detail, the authors
use a particle filter approach to store the output of a
DPM as a set of weighted samples (the particles). The que-
rying system converts queries referring to the DPM view
into queries suitable to the particle-based representation.
The resulting queries can also be optimized and can per-
form aggregates over requested data. Particles are updated
to match the incoming data stream by performing particle
filtering, a Monte Carlo algorithm allowing to estimate the
state of DPMs.

5.1.2. Time series forecasting
A typical method to represent time series is given by

Moving Average (MA), Auto-Regressive (AR) or a Auto-
Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) models. These models
are quite simple, but they can be used in many practical
cases with good accuracy. More sophisticated models have
been also developed (as ARIMA and GARCH), but their
complexity does not make them suitable for wireless sen-
sor networks.

PAQ [132] is based on a low-order AR model, with the
aim of reducing the amount of computation to be per-
formed by sensors. The first instance of the model is com-
puted by sensor nodes using a set of sampled values.
During this learning phase, nodes store the samples in a
queue. When the queue is full they can get the model
and send it to the sink. Note that the communication be-
tween nodes and the sink is limited to the parameters of
the model (i.e. the coefficients of the AR model), and does
not include sensor readings. Each model is associated to a
user-specified error bound. When a predicted value falls
within the error bound, the model is considered valid for
the given sensed quantity. Otherwise one of the following
cases can occur. (i) Sampled data are marked as outliers,
for example because of a wrong reading. Outliers can be
sent to the sink or simply ignored at the source. (ii) The
model is marked as invalid, so that it has to be recomputed
(in the same manner as in the learning phase) ad re-sent to
the sink. This happens when many consecutive readings
fall outside the acceptable error bound. In addition to the
basic scheme, a distributed clustering scheme is proposed
to group similar sensor nodes. In this case we denote nodes
as similar when they are represented by the same model
within a given user-specified threshold. Clustering reduces
communication even more because the information ex-
change about models is limited to the cluster-heads and
the sink.

SAF [133] improves the previous work in two aspects.
First, the AR model is refined so that a trend component
is included in the forecast as well. This leads to a better
prediction of phenomena with sharp variations in their
values. In addition, SAF can detect not only outliers, but
also inconsistent data. This happens when nodes cannot
compute a stationary model. In this case, nodes can im-
prove model stability in two steps: (i) they can filter the
data to smooth outliers; (ii) they can enlarge the size of
used data to decrease the impact of the outliers. When
such mechanisms are not enough to get a valid model,
nodes can explicitly invalidate the model stored at the sink
and start rebuilding a new model from scratch. Second, the
authors present a centralized clustering scheme which is
optimal in the number of clusters and has a complexity
of O(n logn).

The approaches described above assume that a single
model is used to represent a given quantity. The work in
[81] extends the time series forecasting scheme with an
adaptive multi-model selection mechanism. The main idea
is the following: as an a-priori knowledge of the phenom-
enon could be not available, it would be better to let the
system itself choose the right model automatically. To this
end, all nodes keep a set of models but at a given instant
only one of them is used for data prediction. Complex mod-
els can lead to a better prediction at the expense of a higher
update cost, i.e. they need more parameters to be de-
scribed properly. At every sampling instant all models
are updated, but only the current one is used for predic-
tion. If the error between sensed data and the current mod-
el is higher than the allowed threshold, then the current
model is switched to the one satisfying the requested accu-
racy and minimizing the cost of the update. Then an up-
date procedure is performed to ensure that both source
and sink nodes are synchronized to the newly selected
model. To save nodes’ resources, poorly performing models
are discarded over time by using a racing mechanism.

5.1.3. Algorithmic approaches
Several other kinds of models have been proposed for

data prediction in wireless sensor networks. The common
factor they share is the algorithmic approach used to get
predictions, starting from a heuristic or behavioral charac-
terization of the sensed phenomena. In the following we
discuss the most important approaches of this kind.

Among the first works about data prediction, [43]
applied to sensor networks an approach in analogy with
video compression. In fact, at a given instant, a sensor net-
work can be thought as an image where each ‘‘pixel” is rep-
resented by the data sensed at a given node. From this
observation is apparent that it is possible to exploit the
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spatial correlation between samples. In addition, as sensed
data generally vary over time, the evolution of readings can
be seen as a ‘‘sensor movie”. Hence the authors present a
data prediction technique, called PREMON, which is in-
spired by the concepts of MPEG encoding. When the mon-
itoring starts, sensor nodes send their initial readings to
the sink. Then the sink computes the model by evaluating
the correlations between macro-blocks and deriving a mo-
tion vector relative to each block. After the model has been
obtained, it is sent back to the sensors. From this time on,
sensors compare each sample with the prediction derived
from the model. When sensed data are close to the predic-
tion within a user-specified error, sensors do not transmit
the data to the sink. The model is periodically invalidated,
i.e. it is considered out of date and not representing sensed
data any more. After the expiration, the process of data col-
lection and model computation starts again from the
beginning.

PREMON uses a centralized solution. The buddy protocol
presented in [44] extends the PREMON approach by using
a distributed scheme to exploit temporal correlations
between sensed data. In detail, each node attempts to
establish a buddy relationship with its neighbors. As a con-
sequence, a number of buddy-groups (i.e. clusters) are
formed so that only a single node is representative for all
its buddies. This representative node (cluster-head) is
responsible for monitoring and query processing, while
the others can go to sleep. Within the buddy-group, the
cluster-head is rotated so that the energy consumption is
spread over all nodes in the group. Communication be-
tween ordinary nodes and the cluster-head can be one of
default and PREMON. In the default mode, nodes simply
send sampled data to the cluster-head. In the PREMON
mode, nodes just send a model to the cluster-head, and
data which do not fit the predictions, if the case. Each node
decides whether to use default or PREMON mode based on
an estimate of the energy cost associated to the specific
operational mode. If the sampled phenomenon is rather
stable, it is more convenient to use the PREMON mode,
so that the number of exchanged packets is reduced. On
the contrary, if sampled data change fast, the overheads
associated to the PREMON mode (i.e. model construction
and exchange) can be so high that the default mode can
be more energy efficient in this case.

In [52] the authors take a different approach to data
prediction, which we can refer to as behavioral, by means
of Energy Efficient Data Collection (EEDC) mechanisms.
Each node associates an upper and a lower bound, whose
difference represents the accuracy of readings, to the ac-
tual value of the sensed data. These bounds are sent to
the sink, which stores them for each sensor in the network.
While acquiring the data, the sensors check the samples
against the current bounds. If they fall outside the ex-
pected accuracy, the nodes send an update to the sink. This
kind of interaction is called source-initiated update. On the
other side, the sink receives queries from users with an
associated requested accuracy. When the requested accu-
racy is lower than the actual accuracy provided by the va-
lue bounds, the sink can respond using the cached range.
Otherwise the sink may request the real value and its
new approximation to be used for subsequent queries di-
rectly to the sensor. This kind of interaction is called con-
sumer-initiated request and update. Clearly the updates
described above impact on the power consumption of
nodes. In detail, they are related to two distinct aspects:
the method to select ranges and the way sensor manage
their state. The authors hence present a method to com-
pute the optimal ranges to represent data. In addition, they
discuss different data collection protocols – i.e. heuristics
on how to manage transitions between different node
states – to reduce the overall power consumption.

5.1.4. Discussion
The approach taken by the stochastic techniques is gen-

eral and sound, and also provides means to perform high-
level operations such as aggregation. The main drawback
of this class of techniques is their rather high computa-
tional cost, which may be too heavy for current off-the-
shelf sensor devices. To this end, stochastic approaches
seem to be more convenient when a number of powerful
sensors (e.g. Stargate nodes in a heterogeneous wireless
sensor network [108]) are available. Possible improve-
ments in this direction might focus on deriving simplified
distributed models for obtaining the desired trade-off be-
tween computation and fidelity.

On the contrary, time series forecasting techniques can
provide satisfactory accuracy even when simple models
(i.e. low order AR/MA) are used. To this end, their imple-
mentation in sensor devices is simple and lightweight. In
addition, most advanced techniques like [132] do not re-
quire the exchange of all sensed data until a model is avail-
able. Moreover, they provide the ability to detect outliers
and model inconsistencies. However, using a specific type
of model needs it to be actually suitable to represent the
phenomenon of interest. This would require an a-priori
validation phase, which may be not always feasible. An
interesting direction involves the adoption of a multi-mod-
el approach as the one taken in [81]. As this kind of tech-
nique has not been fully explored, there is room to
further research and improvements.

Finally, algorithmic techniques has to be considered
case by case, because they tend to be more application spe-
cific. To this end, a research direction would focus on
assessing if a specific solution is efficient for a certain class
of applications in real scenarios, so that it can be taken as a
reference for further study and possible improvements.

5.2. Energy efficient data acquisition

An emerging class of applications is actually sensing-
constrained. This is in contrast with the general
assumption that sensing in not relevant from the energy-
consumption standpoint. In fact, the energy consumption
of the sensing subsystem not only may be relevant, but it
can also be greater than the energy consumption of the
radio or even greater than the energy consumption of the
rest of the sensor node [6]. This can be due to many differ-
ent factors [107].

� Power hungry transducers. Some sensors intrinsically
require high power resources to perform their sampling
task. For example, sensing arrays such as CCDs or CMOS
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image sensors or even multimedia sensors [4] generally
require a lot of power. Also chemical or biological sen-
sors [32] can be power hungry as well.

� Power hungry A/D converters. Sensors like acoustic [121]
and seismic transducers [141] generally require high-
rate and high-resolution A/D converters. The power
consumption of the converters can account for the most
significant power consumption of the sensing subsys-
tem, as in [116].

� Active sensors. Another class of sensors can get data
about the sensed phenomenon by using active transduc-
ers (e.g. sonar, radar or laser rangers). In this case sen-
sors have to send out a probing signal in order to
acquire information about the observed quantity, as in
[34].

� Long acquisition time. The acquisition time may be in the
order of hundreds of milliseconds or even seconds,
hence the energy consumed by the sensing subsystem
may be high, even if the sensor power consumption is
moderate.

In this case reducing communications may be not en-
ough, but energy conservation schemes have to actually
reduce the number of acquisitions (i.e. data samples). It
should also be pointed out that energy-efficient data acqui-
sition techniques are not exclusively aimed at reducing the
energy consumption of the sensing subsystem. By reducing
the data sampled by source nodes, they decrease the num-
ber of communications as well. Actually, many energy-effi-
cient data-acquisition techniques have been conceived for
minimizing the radio energy consumption, under the
assumption that the sensor consumption is negligible.

We will group the approaches for energy-efficient data
acquisition by following the classification presented in
[107] and depicted in Fig. 21.

As measured samples can be correlated, adaptive sam-
pling techniques exploit such similarities to reduce the
amount of data to be acquired from the transducer. For
example, data of interest may change slowly with time.
In this case, temporal correlations (i.e. the fact that subse-
quent samples do not differ very much between each
other) may be exploited to reduce the number of acquisi-
tions. A similar approach can be applied when the investi-
gated phenomenon does not change sharply between areas
covered by neighboring nodes. In this case, energy due to
sampling (and communication) can be reduced by taking
advantage from spatial correlations between sensed data.
Clearly, both temporal and spatial correlations may be
Energy-efficient
Data Acquisition

Adaptive
Sampling

Model-based
Active Sampling

Hierarchical
Sampling

Fig. 21. Classification of energy-efficient data acquisition techniques to
energy conservation.
jointly exploited to further reduce the amount of data to
be acquired.

The hierarchical sampling approach assumes that nodes
are equipped with different types of sensors. As each sen-
sor is characterized by a given resolution and its associated
energy consumption, this technique dynamically selects
which class to activate, in order to get a tradeoff between
accuracy and energy conservation.

Last, model-based active sampling takes an approach
similar to data prediction (see Section 5.1). A model of
the sensed phenomenon is built upon sampled data, so
that future values can be forecasted with a certain accu-
racy. Model-based active sampling exploits the obtained
model to reduce the number of data samples, and also
the amount of data to be transmitted to the sink – even
though this is not their main goal.

In the following we will have a deeper look at energy-
efficient data acquisition techniques.

5.2.1. Adaptive sampling
Adaptive sampling can reduce the number of samples

by exploiting spatio-temporal correlations between data.
The temporal analysis of sensed data is used in [6], where
the authors propose an adaptive sampling scheme suitable
to snow monitoring for avalanche forecast, though the pre-
sented approach is general. A periodically sampled param-
eter – i.e. the snow equivalent capacity – can be used to
derive the actual signal. From the Nyquist theorem it is
known that the sampling frequency needed for the correct
reconstruction of the original signal should be Fs P 2 � Fmax

where Fmax is the maximum frequency in the power spec-
trum of the considered signal. Unfortunately, choosing Fmax

is not trivial because (i) it cannot be known a priori, thus
leading to choose an unnecessary high sampling frequency
(oversampling), and (ii) it may vary over time (i.e., the pro-
cess may be non-stationary). To overcome this problem the
authors propose an adaptive algorithm that dynamically
estimates the current maximum frequency Fmax, according
to the trend of measured data. The algorithm relies on a
modified CUSUM test [17] to set the sampling rate. As com-
putations are heavy, a centralized approach is taken, i.e.
the algorithm is executed at the sink for each sensor node.
The estimated sampling rates obtained by the sink are then
notified to sensor nodes. A similar approach is proposed in
[62], where the sampling rate is derived based on a Kalman
filter. Also in this case, a centralized approach is used, i.e.
the sink establishes the sampling rate of nodes. Further-
more, the adaptive sampling mechanism is coupled to a
bandwidth reservation mechanism which guarantees that
the overall traffic does not exceed the network capacity.

Spatial correlation is used, instead, in [142] where the
authors propose the backcasting scheme. The main idea is
that, nodes deployed with sufficient density do not have
to sample the sensed field in a uniform way. In fact, more
nodes have to be active in the regions where the variation
of the sensed quantity is high. If we consider a given area,
the process of activating the desired number of sensor can
be done in two phases. In the first phase, called preview,
only a subset of nodes are activated for sensing. This set
of nodes can get a coarse-grained spatial distribution of
the sensed phenomenon through a hierarchical estimation
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of the field. This estimation is performed in several steps.
First, the sensors activated during the preview phase are
exploited to recursively partition the sensing field in a
number of sub-squares with non-uniform resolution (i.e.
bigger subsquares corresponds to locations where the ob-
served phenomenon has limited spatial variation and vice-
versa). Then, the resulting information is used to group
sensors in clusters, each managed by a cluster-head. Final-
ly, a preliminary estimation of which sensors to activate is
sent to a fusion center (i.e. the sink). Based on this initial
estimation, in the second phase called refinement, the fu-
sion center can activate additional sensors in the locations
when the spatial correlation is low. To this end the fusion
center ‘‘backcasts” an activation message to the cluster-
heads residing in the smallest squares of the preview par-
tition. These cluster-heads forward the received message
to activate additional nodes in the cluster. Note that when
the field is smooth, i.e. it has no region with sharp varia-
tions of the sensed quantity, the preview phase could be
enough to get data with sufficient accuracy, so that the
refinement phase is not executed at all.

Spatial correlation is also exploited in [138] to selec-
tively reduce the number of nodes which have to report
data to the sink. The authors define a spatial Correlation-
based Collaborative MAC protocol (CC-MAC) that regulates
sensor node transmissions so as to minimize the number of
reporting nodes while achieving the desired level of distor-
tion. To this end, the Iterative Node Selection (INS) algo-
rithm, which resides at the sink, derives the correlation
radius Rcorr, given the maximum distortion that can be tol-
erated by the application. This information is then broad-
cast to sensor nodes during the network setup and it is
used during the operational phase. Since a sensor node
can be both a data source and a data forwarder, the
CC-MAC protocol includes two different CSMA/CA-based
components, Event MAC (E-MAC) and Network MAC (N-
MAC). E-MAC prevents the transmission of redundant
information during the channel access phase. Initially, all
nodes contend for accessing the medium. A node becomes
the representative node of the area determined by the cor-
relation radius as soon as it captures the channel, and all
other nodes within that area stop their transmissions.
Since redundant information are thus filtered out, packets
injected into the network must be reliably delivered to the
sink. Therefore, N-MAC manages the transmission of route-
through packets by giving them a higher priority than
newly generated packets. Although this proposal has been
conceived for reducing the radio energy consumption, it
can reduce the sensor consumption as well, as sensor
nodes may switch off their sensing subsystem when they
are not reporting data.

An application-specific approach to adaptive sampling
is proposed in [152] where a flood warning system called
FloodNet is presented. The system includes a grid-based
flood predictor which can adjust the reporting rate of indi-
vidual nodes. An important element of the system is the
FloodNet Adaptive Routing (FAR). FAR optimizes the power
consumption of nodes by jointly applying adaptive
sampling and an energy aware routing based on interest
diffusion. The routing algorithm uses two metrics for
forwarders selection: priority and data importance. Priority
is strictly related to energy consumption, i.e. the residual
battery power and the energy needed for transmissions.
On the other hand, data importance is related to the data
reporting frequency, i.e. data with high sampling rates
are more important because they are associated to critical
zones (where variation in the phenomenon dynamics is
high). The routing algorithm selects forwarders among
nodes with higher priority and lower data importance.
The main idea is to use first nodes with higher energy
resources. Under the same priority, the routing algorithm
selects the nodes which are less loaded by sampling tasks.

Also [110] takes an application-specific approach –
exploiting both spatial and temporal correlation – for
reducing the number of acquisitions. In the context of an
environmental monitoring scenario, the authors use an
actuation-enabled robotic sensor called Networked Info-
mechanical System (NIMS). The structure of NIMS com-
prises a mobile node carrying meteorological sensors and
an aerial infrastructure supporting the transport of the
sensor itself. The horizontal and vertical position of the
mobile sensor can be precisely set thanks to the suspended
actuator. The sampling problem is addressed as a combina-
tion of different phases. At first a navigation criterion is de-
fined, i.e. how the mobile sensor is moved along the field.
The proposed solution takes into account both actuation
and sampling costs, and characterizes the zones in which
the phenomenon has a high variation. In this way the
placement of the observations is tailored to the desired er-
ror, so that places with high error are covered more den-
sely. Besides exploiting spatial correlation, the system
also incorporates an adaptive parameters selection, so that
temporal correlations between samples are exploited as
well.

5.2.2. Hierarchical sampling
The hierarchical sampling approach consists in using

sensor nodes equipped with different types of sensors.
The quantity of interest can be obtained by all these sen-
sors, each of them characterized by specific performance
features, i.e. accuracy and power consumption. In most
cases, simple sensors are energy efficient but have a very
limited resolution. On the other hand, advanced/complex
sensors can give a more detailed characterization of the
sensed data at the expense of higher energy consumption.
Accuracy can be traded off for energy efficiency by using
the low-power sensors to get a coarse-grained information
about the sensing field. Then, when an event is detected or
a region has to be observed with greater detail, the accu-
rate power hungry sensors can be activated.

For example, consider a target tracking application. Tar-
gets can be discovered using low power sensors such as
magnetometers or passive acoustic energy detectors. Such
sensors can actually detect targets, but they can lead to
false positives. In addition, also when the detection is suc-
cessful, they cannot be accurate enough to identify the
type of target. In this case high resolution acoustic beam-
forming [131] or image-capturing [109] sensors can help.
Instead of keeping these power hungry sensors always
on, the less accurate ones are used to detect possible tar-
gets. When a target is detected, the more accurate sensors
are activated as long as the target has been completely
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characterized or tracked [116,104]. This kind of technique
can also be referred to as triggered sampling. For instance,
[75] presents a triggered sampling application for structure
health monitoring and damage detection. The structure is
split into zones containing sensors with different capabili-
ties: m-nodes and l-nodes. m-nodes are equipped with
accelerometers and sample the environment periodically.
On the other hand, l-nodes are provided with strain
gauges and they sleep for most of the time. When no prob-
lem is detected, m-nodes can sleep until the subsequent
activation. Otherwise, first they contact their neighbors
to cross-check readings. If the check leads to a suspicious
problem, the surrounding densely deployed l-nodes are
activated to get fine-grained information and eventually
report the damage.

A similar mechanism exploits a coarse-grained descrip-
tion of a monitored area to identify places which need a
more accurate observation. When these areas are discov-
ered, there are two main approaches to get more accurate
measurements: (i) sleeping high-resolution sensors resid-
ing in the area are activated to sample the quantity of
interest; (ii) a robotic sensor is instructed to reach the
place which needs more accuracy. Approaches of this kind
are known also as multi-scale sampling. For example, in
[131] a multi-scale approach is applied to a fire emergency
scenario. The sensor field is instrumented with static sen-
sors which monitor the environment. When a given area
presents an anomaly – i.e. the sampled temperature is over
a given threshold – static nodes ask the sink for a deeper
investigation. Then the sink dispatches a mobile sensor to
visit the emergency location, collect data from the static
sensors and take a snapshot of the event scene. After
observing the event, the mobile sensor gets back to the
sink and reports collected data. A similar solution, applied
to environmental monitoring, is proposed in [122].

5.2.3. Model-based active sampling
Model-based active sampling takes an approach similar

to data prediction (see Section 5.1). However data predic-
tion keeps the sampling frequency fixed, and uses the peri-
odical acquisition to tune the model. Although this
approach reduces the number of communications, it does
not impact on the power consumption due to data acquisi-
tion. On the other hand, model-based active sampling re-
duces the number of data samples by using a computed
model.

The Barbie-Q (BBQ) query system [30] is a nice example
of this approach. The core components of the query system
are a probabilistic model and a planner, both residing at
the sink. The model is probabilistic, i.e., starting from a gi-
ven number of samples, a probability density function
(pdf) over a set of attributes is derived. The resulting pdf
is flexible enough to get both spatial or temporal correla-
tions. The time varying evolution of a set of attributes is
modeled as a Markovian process. From the obtained pdfs
it is possible to derive the accuracy (i.e. in terms of
probability) that a value is included within a user-specified
interval. Moreover the model is updated by combining the
pdfs with the observed samples, so that future values can
be effectively forecasted. The model is built by the sink
after an initial learning phase in which nodes transmit
sampled data to get a first instance of the pdfs. The stored
model is then updated along with received answers to que-
ries. It’s up to the planner to decide in which way to collect
data. To this end, the planner builds a query plan including
a list of sensors to be queried and the most relevant quan-
tities to get. For example, when a user is interested in the
temperature sensed in a given area, the planner not only
chooses which sensors will be contacted, but also which
quantities are to be sampled. In fact, the temperature can
be measured directly with the dedicated transducer, but
can also be derived from the voltage measured at the des-
tination node (this is an example of correlation between
different attributes). As a voltage measurement is much
cheaper than a temperature measurement, the planner
may choose to get the voltage at some nodes in order to re-
duce the overall power consumption associated to the
query. Upon receiving a query, the planner computes the
associated observation cost by considering both sampling
and communication costs. As computing the optimal solu-
tion has exponential complexity, the authors propose a
polynomial-time heuristic which is effective to find practi-
cal solutions.

A similar approach is used in [45], where an Adaptive
Sampling Approach to Data Collection (ASAP) is proposed.
In contrast with BBQ, ASAP splits the network into clusters.
To this end, a cluster formation phase is performed to elect
cluster heads and select which nodes belong to a given
cluster. The metrics used to group nodes within the same
cluster include the similarity of sensor readings and the
hop count. Therefore, clusters are further divided into sub-
clusters. In fact, not all nodes in a cluster are required to
sample the environment. Within a subcluster, only a single
node (sampler) can acquire data from the environment and
send them to the sink. By using an initial set of samples
provided by all nodes in the cluster, the cluster head con-
structs the subclusters and elect samplers (in such a way
that there is at least one sampler per subcluster). The prob-
abilistic models – which exploit both spatial and temporal
correlations – are built in-network for each subcluster and
are sent to the sink. Then the sink can derive sensed data
by using the actual data received from samplers or predict
them through the model for the other nodes. Both clusters
and subclusters are periodically recomputed. Note that the
model update requires only to exchange data within a sub-
cluster, so that the communication overhead is reduced as
well.

A different approach is taken by [98], where a Utility-
based Sensing and Communication (USAC) protocol is pre-
sented in the context of glacial environment monitoring. In
this case, a limited-window linear regression model is used
to forecast samples. The algorithm for updating the sam-
pling frequency is fully distributed, i.e. it is evaluated at
each sensor node, and works as follows. If the predicted va-
lue falls outside the confidence interval, then the sampling
frequency is increased to a pre-defined maximum value
fmax. This improves the accuracy during the model update,
which follows sudden changes in the observed data. On the
other side – i.e., if the prediction lies within the confidence
interval – then the sampling frequency is decreased by a
factor a 2 [0,1], unless a minimum pre-defined frequency
fmin is reached. In addition to the sensing model, the
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authors also define a routing protocol which accounts for
the energy spent due to both sensing and communication.
In particular, an opportunity metric is derived, so that sen-
sors which are not relaying data can perform additional
sampling. In addition, routes where data is sampled with
lower frequency can be preferred to routes where nodes
spend more energy for sampling.

5.2.4. Discussion
Adaptive sampling techniques are very promising, be-

cause they are quite general and efficient. However, most
of the proposed solutions are limited only to a single char-
acterization (i.e. adaptive in time or in space). A more en-
ergy-efficient approach would combine both time and
space in a single solution, so that multiple directions of
information redundancy could be exploited at the same
time, as in [110]. In addition, adaptive sampling techniques
are often implemented in a centralized fashion, e.g. be-
cause they require rather huge computations. To this end,
additional work has to be done for reducing the complexity
of these solutions, so that viable distributed approaches
can be afforded as well. This direction has been recently
addressed by [74], where a decentralized adaptive sam-
pling technique is introduced in the context of the Flood-
Net system. In this scenario, sensor nodes are powered
by solar cells. As a consequence, nodes have a limited en-
ergy budget available for sampling the environment (i.e.
they can take a maximum number of samples per day).
The proposed solution is able to adapt the sampling rate
on the basis of the available energy, while, at the same
time, minimizing the total uncertainty error.

On the other hand, hierarchical sampling techniques are
actually feasible when the sensed phenomena can be char-
acterized exploiting different features (i.e., quantities
which can be sensed by different transceivers), and the
most important is also the most energy hungry. So, this ap-
proach is very energy-efficient, but also very tight to the
specific application. In fact, it may not always applicable,
depending on the specific requirements. Furthermore, the
cost associated with the extra transceiver on the sensors
may be relevant.

Model-based active sampling solutions share almost
the same strengths and weaknesses of the techniques pre-
sented in Section 5.1, although in this case the goal of the
prediction is to save energy due to data acquisition. These
techniques are promising, but they should be improved in
the direction of deriving distributed protocols for model
computation and diffusion in the network.
6. Mobility-based energy conservation schemes

In this Section we complete the survey by introducing
the last energy conservation scheme, which is represented
by mobility (Fig. 22). Actually, most of the literature about
wireless sensor networks, especially in the early stages of
the research in this field, has assumed the reference archi-
tecture of Fig. 1 (see Section 1 for details). In this scenario,
nodes are assumed to be static, and their density is
expected to be large enough to allow communication
between any two nodes, eventually by using a multi-hop
path. More recently, however, mobility has been consid-
ered as an alternative solution for energy-efficient data
collection in wireless sensor networks.

Mobility of sensor nodes is actually feasible, and it can
be accomplished in different ways [2]. For example, sen-
sors can be equipped with mobilizers for changing their
location. As mobilizers are generally quite expensive from
the energy consumption standpoint, adding mobility to
sensor nodes may be not convenient. In fact, the resulting
energy consumption may be greater than the energy gain
due to mobility itself. So, instead of making each sensor
node mobile, mobility can be limited to special nodes
which are less energy constrained than the ordinary ones.
In this case, mobility is strictly tied to the heterogeneity of
sensor nodes. On the other side, instead of providing mobi-
lizers, sensors can be placed on elements which are mobile
of their own (e.g. animals, cars and so on). There are two
different options in this case. First, all sensors are put onto
mobile elements, so that all nodes in the network are mo-
bile. Alternatively, only a limited number of special nodes
can be placed on mobile elements, while the other sensors
are stationary. Anyway, in both cases there is no additional
energy consumption overhead due to mobility, but the
mobility pattern of mobile elements has to be taken into
account during the network design phase (more details
are provided below).

By introducing mobility in wireless sensor networks,
several issues regarding connectivity can be afforded. First,
during sensor network design, a sparse architecture may be
considered as an option, when the application require-
ments may be satisfied all the same. In this case, it is not
required to deploy a large number of nodes, as the con-
straint of connectivity is relaxed because mobile elements
can reach eventual isolated nodes in the network. A differ-
ent situation happens when a network, assumed to be
dense by design, actually turns out to be sparse after the
deployment. For example, nodes involved in a random
deployment might be not sufficient to cover a given area
as expected, due to physical obstacles or damages during
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placement. In this context, solutions exploiting Unmanned
Aircrafts as mobile collectors [66,136] can be successfully
used. In addition, an initially connected network can turn
into a set of disconnected subnetworks due to hardware
failures or energy depletion. In these cases, nodes can
exploit mobility in order to remove partitions and re-orga-
nize the network so that all nodes are connected again
[33]. In this case, the sensor network lifetime can be
extended as well.

Mobility is also useful for reducing energy consumption.
Packets coming from sensor nodes traverse the network
towards the sink by following a multi-hop path. When
the sink is static, a few paths can be more loaded than oth-
ers, depending on the network topology and packet gener-
ation rates at sources. Generally, nodes closer to the sink
also have to relay more packets so that they are subject
to premature energy depletion, even when techniques for
energy conservation are applied [83]. On the other hand,
the traffic flow can be altered if a designated mobile device
makes itself responsible for data collection (mobile data
collector). Ordinary nodes wait for the passage of the mo-
bile device and route messages towards it, so that the com-
munication with mobile data collector takes place in
proximity (directly or at most with a limited multi-hop tra-
versal). As a consequence, ordinary nodes can save energy
thanks to reduced link errors, contention overhead and for-
warding. In addition, the mobile device can visit the net-
work in order to spread more uniformly the energy
consumption due to data communication.

As mentioned in Section 3 (and illustrated in Fig. 22),
mobility-based energy conservation schemes can be classi-
fied depending on the nature of the mobile element, i.e. a
mobile sink (MS) or a mobile relay (MR).

6.1. Mobile-sink-based approaches

Many approaches proposed in the literature about sen-
sor networks with mobile sinks (MSs) rely on a Linear Pro-
gramming (LP) formulation which is exploited in order to
optimize parameters such the network lifetime and so
on. For example, in [139] the authors propose a model con-
sisting of a MS which can move to a limited number of
locations (sink sites) to visit a given sensor and communi-
cate with it (sensors are supposed to be arranged in a
square grid within the sensing area). During visits to nodes,
the sink stays at the node location for a period of time (so-
journ). Nodes not in the coverage area of the sink can send
messages along multi-hop paths ending at the MS and ob-
tained using shortest path routing. The authors derive a LP
formulation in order to obtain the optimal sojourn times at
each sink site. The provided solution maximizes the net-
work lifetime while enforcing balanced energy expendi-
ture, but do not consider the costs due to sink relocation.
A similar approach, exploiting multiple MSs, is proposed
in [40]. Simulation results show that the multiple sink ap-
proach of [139 and 40] can achieve a network lifetime
which is five/ten times longer than with the static sink
approach.

The model of [139] has been extended in [100], where
no specific assumption is made on the way sensors are ar-
ranged in the sensing area. In addition, [100] also considers
the residual energy at sensors and the routing policy, so
that it obtains a network lifetime two times longer than
the one achieved with [139]. While both [139 and 100] con-
sider centralized approaches, [16] propose a distributed
protocol to approximate the optimal scheme. To this end,
the Greedy Maximum Residual Energy (GMRE) scheme is
introduced. According to GRME, the MS selects as the new
location (among feasible sites) the one which is surrounded
by nodes with the higher residual energy. In order to obtain
information about the residual energy, a special sentinel
node is selected around each feasible site. Sentinels get
the energy information from the surrounding nodes and
answer the query coming from the MS. The MS uses this
information to decide whether or not it should move. An-
other heuristic-based relocation scheme is considered in
[1], where the MS selects its new location in proximity to
the nodes with the higher traffic generation rates.

A different class of solutions jointly consider mobility
and routing. For example, in [87], an analytical model is
developed in order to characterize the network lifetime.
Sensors are assumed to be distributed in a circular area.
For simplicity, the mobility problem is addressed first by
assuming a shortest path routing protocol. Then, the rout-
ing strategy is revisited so as to obtain a better outcome. As
a result, the optimal mobility strategy is obtained when
the MS moves along the periphery of the sensed area (i.e.
the perimeter of the circle). With the optimal strategy,
nodes near to the border are less loaded than the nodes
at the center of the sensed area. The energy surplus of
these nodes can be thus exploited to improve the routing
strategy. The MS can move on a circle with a radius less
then the sensed area’s. The circle described by the MS
splits the sensed area in two portions: an inner circle and
an outer annulus. Nodes in the annulus perform round
routing, while nodes in the inner circle apply shortest path
routing.

Finally, some researchers have focused on the definition
of a data collection/dissemination scheme suitable to sen-
sor networks with MSs. For instance, in [25] the authors
evaluate by simulations the joint impact of MS mobility
and data-collection strategy. Several scenarios are ana-
lyzed by varying the mobility pattern (various kinds of ran-
dom and deterministic walks) and the different data
collection paradigm (MS-initiated, partial and complete
multi-hop). In addition to this study, a number of data dis-
semination schemes targeted to MSs derive from the well-
known Directed Diffusion [61]. For example, Two-Tier Data
Dissemination (TTDD) [88] is a low-power protocol for effi-
cient data delivery to multiple MSs. Instead of passively
waiting for queries coming from sinks, sensor nodes can
proactively build a structure to set up forwarding. To this
end, the sensing field is represented as a set of grid points.
The nodes closest to the grid points (dissemination nodes)
are in charge of acquiring forwarding information. Dissem-
ination nodes are the higher tier of the forwarding struc-
ture. The lower tier is composed by sensor nodes within
the local grid square of the MS current location (cell). As
soon as a node has data available, it builds the grid struc-
ture by recursive propagation of data announcement
messages. As a result of this grid construction phase, dis-
semination nodes are elected. Then, the MS sends a query
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by flooding a message within its current cell. The dissemi-
nation node closest to the MS will propagate the query
along the grid towards the data source. As a result of the
query forwarding process, the path from the data source
to the sink is obtained so that the requested data can tra-
verse the network in the opposite direction. TTDD assumes
that nodes locations are known and a geographic routing
protocol is used. An improvement over TTDD is given in
[76], where Scalable Energy-efficient Asynchronous Dis-
semination protocol (SEAD) is introduced. SEAD builds
and maintains a dissemination tree (d-tree for short) in
which stationary nodes are used as end-points on behalf
of the MS. The adopted scheme caches sensed data in the
d-tree in such a way to reduce the energy consumption
due to data collection.

6.2. Mobile-relay-based approaches

The Mobile Relay (MR) model for data collection in mul-
ti-hop ad hoc networks has already been explored in the
context of opportunistic networks [12]. One of the most
well-known approaches is given by the message ferrying
scheme [69, 149]. Message ferries are special mobile nodes
which are introduced into a sparse mobile ad hoc network
to offer the service of message relaying. Message ferries
move around in the network area and collect data from
source nodes. They carry stored data and forward them to-
wards the destination node. Thus, message ferries can be
seen as a moving communication infrastructure which
accommodates data transfer in sparse wireless networks.

A similar scheme has also been proposed in the context
of sparse wireless sensor networks through the data-MULE
system [64, 119]. In detail, the data-MULE system consists
of a three-tier architecture (Fig. 23).

(i) The lower level is occupied by the sensor nodes that
periodically perform data sampling from and about
the surrounding environment.

(ii) The middle level consists of mobile agents named
Mobile Ubiquitous LAN Extensions, or MULEs for
short. MULEs move around in the area covered by
sensors to gather their data, which have previously
been collected and temporarily stored in local buf-
fers. Data MULEs can be for example people, ani-
Fig. 23. System architecture of a wireless sensor network with mobile
relays.
mals, or vehicles too. Generally, they move
independently from each other and from the sensor
positions by following unpredictable routes. When-
ever they get within reach of a sensor they gather
information from it.

(iii) The upper level consists of a set of Access Points
(APs) which receive information from the MULEs.
They are connected to a sink node where the data
received is synchronized and stored, multiple copies
are identified, and acknowledgments are managed.

Sensor nodes – which are supposed to be static – wait
for a MULE to pass by and send data to it. Sensor-to-MULE
transmissions make use of short-range radio signals and
hence energy consumption is low. While moving around,
the MULE eventually passes by any AP and transmits the
data collected from sensors to it. The authors of [71 and
126] assume that the MR moves along a pre-determined
path which is fixed. In fact, changing the trajectory of the
MR is not always possible in case of sensor networks be-
cause sensors may be deployed in places with obstacles,
on rough terrain, or generally where unmanned vehicles
can move only in certain directions. Sensor nodes which
are located in proximity of the MR path send their data di-
rectly to the MR when passing by. Nodes which are far apart
from the path followed by the MR send their data over a
multi-hop path towards the MR when it passes by or alter-
natively to one of the nodes which are positioned near to
the path of the MR. These nodes act as data caches until
the MR passes and finally collects all stored data. Energy
saving is addressed in that a large number of nodes is vis-
ited by the MR and can thus transmit data over a single
hop connection using short range radio. The other nodes
which are not in proximity of the path followed by the
MR send their data over a multi-hop path which is however
shorter, and thus cheaper, with respect to the path
established towards a fixed sink node in a classical dense
wireless sensor network. To manage this kind of data
collection, nodes self-organize into clusters where cluster
heads are the nodes which are nearer to the path of the
MR whereas the other nodes of the cluster send their data
to the cluster head for storage until the next visit of the
MR. Data from the sensor nodes of the cluster travel to-
wards the cluster heads according to the directed diffusion
protocol. Election of the cluster heads is kept after the first
traversal of the MR. During this traversal the MR does not
collect any data. Transmissions from cluster heads to the
MR occur only when the MR is in proximity so as not to
waste energy in useless transmissions. As the trajectory of
the MR is assumed to be fixed, it can be controlled only in
time. The MR can move at a constant speed worked out,
for example, depending on the buffer constraints of the
cluster heads. Each cluster head is thus visited before its
buffer runs out of space. However, better performance is
experienced when the MR alternates between two states:
moving at a certain constant speed or stopping. So MR
moves fast in places with no, or only a few, sensors and
stops in proximity of cluster heads where sensor deploy-
ment is denser. The determination of places where sensor
deployment is denser (congested regions) is done at each
traversal of the MR.
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Thanks to the short-range radio communication, the
Data MULEs architecture is an energy-efficient solution
for data gathering in sparse sensor networks. It also guar-
antees scalability and flexibility against the network size.
Unfortunately, this solution has a couple of limits, both
depending on the randomness of the MULEs’ motion. First,
the latency for data arrival at the sink may be considerable,
because (possibly) long time intervals elapse from the
sampling instant to the moment the MULE takes the data,
and then till the time the MULE actually reaches the AP and
delivers the data to it. The second drawback is the fact that
sensors have to continuously wait for any MULE to pass
and cannot sleep. This leads to energy wastage. Finally, en-
ergy-efficient approaches based on a single data mule have
limited scalability. To this end in [65] the previous work of
[71] is extended by considering multiple mobile elements.
An example application of this model in the context of
underwater sensor networks [3] is given by [135], where
Underwater Autonomous Vehicles are exploited to moni-
tor and model the behavior of the underwater ecosystems.

The architecture of systems described so far assumes an
heterogeneous network composed by MRs and static
nodes. There are also examples of sensor networks where
all nodes are placed on mobile elements. An example of
this kind is Zebranet [67], a system for wildlife tracking fo-
cused on the monitoring of zebras. A system similar to
Zebranet, SWIM, is presented in [124 and 50] in the con-
text of a wildlife telemetry application for monitoring of
whales. We present the more interesting aspects of Zebra-
net in detail below. The animals are equipped with special
collars embedding sensor nodes, each including a GPS unit
and a dual radio. One of the radio is used for short-range
communication, e.g. it is used when zebras gather around
water sources. The other radio is used to reach the access
point and the animals which are far away from the others.
The access point is a vehicle which sometimes traverses
the monitored area to gather data. It is worth noting that
in this kind of system all nodes are mobile, i.e. both the
sink and the sensor nodes, and zebras act as MRs. Zebras
act as peers, so that they exchange data during encounters.
As zebras are mobile, it is likely that after some time the
animals will find other contacts and exchange data again.
When, a zebra reaches the area covered by the access
point, it uploads the data it is carrying – i.e. its own data
and data collected from the encountered peers. A possible
solution for data exchange consists in a simple flooding
protocol, so that data are pushed to neighbors as soon as
they are discovered. Even though this approach can lead
to a high success rate (in terms of the number of data col-
lected by the access point), it has excessive bandwidth,
capacity and energy demands. In order to save energy, a
history-based data collection and dissemination protocol
is proposed. Each node is assigned to a hierarchy level,
where the level expresses the likelihood of a node being
close to the access point. In detail, a level of a node de-
pends on its ability to have successfully transmitted data
to the access point in the past. In fact, nodes which have re-
cently been in the range of the access point are likely to re-
lay messages directly or, at most, through a limited
number of other nodes. When a node encounters other
peers, it first asks their hierarchy level, then it sends data
to the one with the highest level. The hierarchy level of a
node is increased when it comes in the range of the access
point. Conversely, the level is decreased as nodes remain
far from the access point. The history-based data dissemi-
nation protocol is proved to be efficient in terms of energy
and success rate by simulation.

6.3. Discussion

The recent research activity about wireless sensor net-
works with mobile data collectors has well characterized
the behavior of the network and has outlined possible
solutions to achieve near-optimal data collection schemes
or energy efficient sink movements. However, as mobil-
ity-based energy conservation schemes are relatively new
in the field of wireless sensor networks, many aspects need
to be studied with more attention.

An important aspect is related to the timely discovery of
the mobile element by the stationary nodes. Energy-effi-
cient discovery schemes are thus required that minimize
energy consumption while keeping the probability of miss-
ing contacts with the mobile elements as low as possible.
To this end most of the solutions proposed in the literature
embed a simple periodic wakeup scheme with an active
period [64,71,114,119]. However, the discovery scheme
can be targeted to the mobility pattern of sinks/relays by
exploiting its distinctive characterization.

Another problem is to define an efficient data transfer
protocol specifically targeted to communications between
a node and a mobile element. This issue has been
analyzed in a number of papers, such as in [136 and
11]. Specifically, the authors of [136] present an opportu-
nistic-ALOHA MAC specifically targeted to wireless sensor
networks with aerial vehicles as mobile collectors. The
authors of [11], instead, derive an upper bound for the
performance of ARQ-based data-transfer protocols and
show that commonly adopted schemes for communica-
tion between sensors and the mobile data collecting node
have low performance, leading to unneeded energy wast-
age. To this end, an Adaptive Data Transfer (ADT) protocol
is proposed for exploiting the past history and tune the
communication parameters so as to reduce data transfer
times. Actually, which is the best communication ap-
proach for data transfer from sensor nodes to the MR is
still an open issue.

A problem close to the prior discussion is given by
transmission scheduling. In the literature, this issue has
been deeply analyzed from the mobile data collector point
of view, i.e. the amount of time it has to stay in a given area
to collect data coming from static nodes. Unfortunately,
the same attention has not been devoted to the other side
of communication, i.e. when sensor nodes should transmit
gathered data to the mobile element. For example, when
the mobile elements visit the same node more than once
at different distances, from an energy consumption stand-
point it may be convenient for static sensors to defer trans-
missions at the instant in which the mobile element is
closer to the source node. Although some works, such as
[11 and 18], deal with the problem of transmission sched-
uling at sensors, the topic still has to be characterized in
depth.
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Finally, the energy consumption has to be better char-
acterized with reference to Quality of Service parameters,
such as the fraction of reported data or the maximum la-
tency. For example, it is of a limited help to consume a very
little fraction of energy at static nodes, when only a small
percent of sensed data could be successfully transferred
to the mobile data collector. A number of papers including
[36 and 127] address the problem of buffering, i.e. the
chance data is lost at sources because the storage resources
of nodes are scarce. However, most of these proposals give
a little attention to the energy spent per transferred mes-
sage, but focus on the way the mobile element should
move to visit nodes in a timely fashion. As the data transfer
efficiency strictly depends on the detection of the mobile
elements, there is a need to jointly characterize protocols
for discovery and data transfer, as in [8]. The next step,
which is to be done, deals with design protocols which
can adapt to different scenarios (e.g. the mobility pattern
of the mobile elements) by automatically tuning the oper-
ating parameters to fit actual operating conditions.
7. Conclusions

In this paper we have surveyed the main approaches to
energy conservation in wireless sensor networks. Special
attention has been devoted to a systematic and compre-
hensive classification of the solutions proposed in the liter-
ature. We did not limit our discussion to topics that have
received wide interest in the past, but we have also
stressed the importance of different approaches such as
data-driven and mobility-based schemes. It is worth not-
ing that the considered approaches should not be consid-
ered as alternatives, they should rather be exploited
together.

We can draw final observations about the different ap-
proaches to energy management. As far as ‘‘traditional”
techniques to energy saving, an important aspect which
has to be investigated more deeply is the integration of
the different approaches into a single off-the-shelf work-
able solution. This involves characterizing the interactions
between different protocols and exploiting cross-layer
interactions.

Another interesting point is that most of the solutions
proposed in the literature assume that the energy con-
sumption of the radio is much higher than the energy con-
sumption due to data sampling or data processing. Many
real applications, however, have shown the power con-
sumption of the sensor is comparable to, or even greater
than, the power needed by the radio. In addition, the
sampling phase may need a long time – especially if we
compare it to the time needed for communications – so
that the energy consumption of the sensor itself can be
very high as well. We think that the field of energy conser-
vation targeted to data acquisition has not been fully ex-
plored yet, so that there is room for developing convenient
techniques to reduce the energy consumption of the sensors.

Finally, we observe an increasing interest towards a
sparse sensor network architecture. In many practical
applications such a network can be very efficient and robust
if communication protocols can appropriately exploit the
mobility of collector nodes. We are persuaded that this
class of approaches will get an even greater importance
and attention within the research community in the next
years.
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